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Abstract 
PRESIDE TIAL RECONSTR UCTION IN WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA, 
1865-1867 
Steven E. Nash, M.A . 
Western Carolina Uni versity (August 2001 ) 
Director: Dr. Peter S. Carmichael 
Reconstruction, with some justification, has often been viewed hi stori call y in 
black and white. Histori ans have long viewed the postwar strugg le as one between 
raciall y united white southerners and their former slaves. Recent state and regional 
studies of the South , however, have rai sed new issues regarding the Pres idential 
Reconstructi on experi ence th roughout the former Confederacy. A vari ety of hi stori cal 
fo rces including race, c lass , and wartime loya lties , shaped Presidential Reconstruction in 
western North Caro lina. Reconstruction was onl y partiall y the story of African 
Ameri cans' transition to freedom. Throughout the South , different groups of whites also 
fought one another for po litical and social superi ority. In western North Caro lina, thi s 
connictlargely deri ved from wartime c lass tensions. Forced to sacrifi ce their men, 
agricultural produce, and more to the Con federate cause, poorer whites resented their 
wealth ier neighbors, who appeared to escape such sac rifices. Such tensions were 
preva lent in western North Carolina where independent small landholders dominated the 
population. Fo llowing the war, those tensions would help shape the po litical and social 
struggle between mountain whites during Presidential Reconstruction . 
vi 
This thesis ex plores how western NOl1h Carol ini ans responded to the Civ il War's 
consequences. Who would ru le fol lowing the war? How did the former slaveowni ng 
class reestabli sh its political power? What would be African Americans' role in a 
mountain soc iety without slavery? How did whites and blacks define Afri can Americans' 
freedom? Race alone can not answer these questions. Western North Carolina's black 
populati on, roughl y thirteen percent of the total, was simply too small to dominate 
Presidential Reconstruction. Rather the immediate postwar years in western North 
Carolina can onl y be understood within a cross-current of fo rces (race, c lass, and wartime 
loyalties) acting concurrentl y. 
vii 
INTRODUCTION 
Reconstruction, with some justification , has often been viewed historically in 
black and white. Historians have long viewed the postwar struggle as one between 
racially united white southerners and their former slaves. Even Gordon B. McKinney, 
one of the few to study Reconstruction in Southern Appalachia, placed race at the heart of 
the postwar confliCl. t Recent state and regional studies of the South , however, have 
raised new issues regarding the Presidential Reconstruction experience throughout the 
former Confederacy. A variety of hi stoti cal forces including race, class, and wartime 
loyalties, shaped Presidential Reconstruction in western North Carolina. Reconstruction 
was onl y partially the story of African Americans' transition to freedom. Throughout the 
South , different groups of whiles also fought one another for political and social 
superi ority. In western North Carolina, thi s conflict large ly derived from wartime c lass 
tensions. Forced 10 sacrifi ce their men, agticultural produce, and more to the Confederate 
calise, poorer whites resented their wealthier neighbors, who appeared to escape such 
sacrifices. Such tensions were prevalent in western North Carolina where independent 
small landholders dominated the population. Following the war, those tensions would 
I See Gordon B. McKinney. Sowhem MorUlla;" Republicans: Politics alld tlte Appalachian 
Community. 1865- 1900 (Chapel Hill : The Uni versi ty of North Carolina Press. 1978; reprint . Knoxville : 
The University of Tennessee Press. 1998). 
hc lp shape the political and soc ial struggle between mountain whites during Presidential 
Reconstruction. 
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Reconstructi on scholars have largely overlooked Southern Appalachia. A great 
dea l is now known about particular southern mountain regions, such as western North 
Carolina , through the Civil War. Historians, such as John C. Inscoe, Gordon B. 
McKinney, and Martin S. Crawford, have shown the antebellum social, political, and 
economic connections between predominan tly white Appalachian North Carolina and the 
South at large. This thesis builds upon thi s foundation and explores how western North 
Carolini ans responded to the Civil War's consequences. Who would rule following the 
war? How did the former slaveowning class reestab li sh its political power? What would 
be African Americans' ro le in a mountain society without slavcry? How did white and 
blacks define African Americans' freedom ? Race alone can not answer these questions. 
Western North Carolina's black population, roughly thirteen percen t of the total , was 
simply too small to dominate Presidenti al Reconstruction . Rather the immediate postwar 
years in western North Carolina can onl y be understood wi th in a cross-current of forces 
(race, class, and wartime loyalties) acting concurrentl y. 
From the earli est stages of investi gation , race dominated Reconstruction 
scholarship . J.G. de Roulhac Hamilton's Recollstrllction in North Carolina (19 14) , the 
onl y full -length study of the Old North State during Reconstruction, argued that both 
African Americans' involvement in postwar soc iety irrevocably damaged the South. 
Hamilton, who studied under Willi am A. Dunning at Columbia Universi ty, supported hi s 
mentor's depiction of Reconstruction as a "tragic era" in southern hi story. According to 
3 
Hamilton , southern blacks and the Confederacy's lower class white opponents were the 
true villai ns of Reconstructi on. Convinced that Presidential Reconstruction could have 
restored the South to the Union quickly, Dunning hi storians believed that illiterate 
freedmen, corrupt northern carpetbaggers southern scalawags, and vindictive Radical 
Republicans shoved aside well -intentioned white Conservatives in favor of a harsh 
restoration policy. The proof of thi s betrayal , Dunning's followers argued, li ed in the 
corruption of the radical state governments and economic stagnation of the South as a 
whole. Yet, the Dunning school fit neatly within the racial beliefs of the whole nati on 
when it appeared in the 1890s. Jim Crow laws passed throughout the South around the 
same time had barred African Americans from traditional political participation and 
segregated public accommodati ons2 
The first challenge to the Dunning school , though unapprec iated when published, 
was W.E.B . DuBois's Black Reconstruction ill America: An Essay Toward a History oj 
the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy ill America, 
1860-1880 (\ 935). DuBoi s argued that African Americans were in valuab le participants 
in Reconstruction. He traced southern black involvement back to the war when they 
fought for the Union, undermined Confederate production , and promoted "new political 
demands and alignments." This involvement continued into Reconstruction as Afri can 
Americans asserted their rights as American ci ti zens . In thi s influential book, DuBois 
also attacked the Dunning school's claim that black political involvement increased 
2 J.G. de Roulhac Hamilton. Recollstructioll ill North Carolilla (New York: Columbia Uni versity. 
19 14; Studies in History. Economics and Public Law series edited by the Faculty of Po litical Science of 
Columbia Uni versity. Vol. 58. no. 141 ). 
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governmental di shonesty. COITuption. DuBois argued. transcended African Americans 
and Republi cans. Improprieties tainted the entire nation. including Conservative southern 
whites] 
Heavily innuenced by DuBois and the mid-twentieth century's Civil Rights 
movement. revi sionist scholars placed special emphasis on race as a moral issue 
throughout Reconstruction. Rather than seeing Reconstruction as a "tragic era" of 
corruption and betrayal. they viewed the postwar period as a time of tremendous 
advancement for the former slaves. Black southerners established various social 
institutions aimed at safeguarding their freedom. Independent African American 
churches and schools sprung up across the South during Reconstruction. Revisionists 
ultimate ly condemned Reconstruction as a failure. It simply did not go far enough for 
revisionists. such as Kenneth M. Stampp. Despi te African Americans' gains during 
Reconstruction . the federal government's failure to effect fundamental soc ial change via 
land redi stribution was inexcusable ." 
Although revisioni sts' focus on race as a moral issue ultimately limited thei r 
interpretations. the assertion that African Americans were important contributors to 
Reconstruction stands unchallenged today. Instead. current scholarship addresses how 
southerners. white and black . adjusted to a world without slavery. Class tensions existed 
J W.E.B. DuBois. Black Reconstruction in America: All Essay Toward a History a/ tlte Pan Which 
Black Folk Played ill til e Attempt to Recollstruct Democracy ill America. 1860-1880 (New York: Harcourt 
and Brace. 1935: reprinl. Cleveland : World Publishing Company. 1965). 5 (page ci tations are to reprint 
edition). 
'For example. see Kenneth M. Stampp, The Era oJ Recollstructioll . 1865- 1877 (New York: 
Knopf, 1965) . 
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between the various classes in western North Carolina and the South before the war, but a 
political culture that bound wealthier slaveholders and small independent producers 
together muted them. "Patron-c lient" relationships, similar to those observed by Stephen 
Hahn in the Georgia upcountry, likely reduced class animosity in Appalachian North 
Carolina as well. Local slaveholders' concern over regional economic and pol.itical 
advancement paralleled the interests of lower class whites. Much like Black Belt 
slaveholders, however, mountain masters also granted informal assistance to their lower 
class neighbors; for instance, wealthier slaveholders' often financed yeomen's own efforts 
for political office. These informal bonds helped mitigate class animosity before the 
Civil War.s Emancipation not only destroyed the South's labor system, but also its social 
foundations. War destruction and sacrifice di sso lved traditional bonds between 
independent landed yeomen, landless whites, and wealthy slaveowners.6 
This regional study examines western North Carolina's transition into a postwar 
world without s lavery. The mountain counties' comparatively small black population 
prevented mountain Conservatives from relying solely upon the race card to regain 
power. Despite their political and c lass divisions, they were fairly united against any 
social e levation of their former slaves. But blacks si mpl y did not make up a large enough 
percentage of the population to constitute a threat in white mountaineers' minds. 
Although portions of the antebellum political culture that weakened c lass conflict 
S Stephen Hahn. The Roots o/Southem Populis", : Yeoman Fanners alld the Trans/anna/ioll of the 
Georgia UPCOUlltry. / 850- /890 (New York: Oxford University Press. 1983).9 1-6. 
6 For a discussion of the bonds uniting the various classes of white southerners. see Eugene D. 
Genovese. "Yeoman Farmers in a Slaveholders' Democracy" Agricultural History 49 (April 1975).33 1-42: 
and Hahn. The Roots of Soutflem Populism. 
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survived into the postwar world, the wartime experiences of lower class white 
mountaineers brought class divisions to the surface. Confederate economic policies 
challenged lower class whites' economic and social independence, and a brutal guerrilla 
conflict produced deep personal hatreds as well. The result was an animated postwar 
contest for political power between anti-Confederates, comprised mostly of poorer white 
mountaineers , and the Conservative party, dominated by the former slaveholding class.7 
Poor white mountaineers' perception that they suffered more during the war than their 
wealthier neighbors made them unwilling to sustain the slaveholders in power. 
Conscription, tax-in-kind , and impressment hit small landholders hardest throughout the 
South; lower class western North Carolinians were no different. Once the war ended, 
these c lass tensions turned lower class whites against their wealthier neighbors8 
Despite failing to unite white mountaineers, race was relevant to Presidenti al 
Reconstruction in western North Carolina. A tremendous degree of unity did exist 
between the competing groups of whites. Both anti-Confederate and Conservative 
mountain whites opposed any change in the freedpeople's status. And African 
Americans' di stinct minority status reduced their capability to overcome whites 
politically. Still African American hi ghlanders played an important role in western North 
Carolina's social transformation, specifically regarding labor. The abolition of s lavery 
7 For morc on the competing camps of white southerners elsewhere. see Michael Perman. Reunion 
Wirhollr Compromise, The SOllrh lIlId ReCOllsrmcrioll : 1865- 1868 (London: Cambridge University Press. 
1973); and Dan T . Carter. Whell rhe War Was Over: The Failllre ofSelf-Recollsrmcrioll ill rhe SOlllh, 1865-
1867 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1985). 
8 Hahn, The Roars ofSolllhern Poplliism, 116-33; and John C. Inscoe and Gordon B. McKinney. 
The Heart ofCollfederare Appalachia: Wesrern North Carolilla ill rhe Civil War (Chapel Hill : The 
University of North Carolina Press. 2(00). Chapter 6. 
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failed to create a labor crisis in the Carolina mountains, but it did force a redefinition 01' 
labor relations. Although African Americans were no longer legally relegated to the 
lowest social class of menial laborers, mountain whites refused to countenance their 
former slaves' independence. Rather, like white southerners elsewhere, white 
mountaineers attempted to impose their own definition of black freedom on their former 
slaves. While whites felt the freedmen should remain subservient laborers , the 
freedpeople themselves believed emancipation released them from whites' domination . 
Eventually this connict spread to include political rights . But in the aftermath of 
Confederate defeat in western North Carolina the struggle over freedom's meaning dealt 
primarily with the terms of labor. 
In studying western North Carolina during Presidential Reconstruction, this thesis 
fill s a hi storiographical gap. Although steps are being made to fill this void, hi storians 
have yet to explore fully how a predominantly white region adapted to a world without 
slavery.9 The following chapters address the events leading up to Presidential 
Reconstruction and the tumultuous two-year peri od in which the former slaveholders 
rec laimed power at the expense of their poorer white neighbors . Chapter one provides an 
overview of Appalachian North Carolina's antebellum and Civil War experiences that 
laid the foundation for Presidential Reconstruction . Chapter two addresses the political 
conflict that emerged as former slaveholders reasserted their power over lower class 
whites, whose wartime sacrifices alienated them from the slaveholding class. The final 
9 See for instance, Noel C. Fisher, War at Every Door: Partisan Politics and Guerrilla Violence in 
East Tellll essee, /860-/869 (Chapel Hill : The University of North Carolina Press. 1997); and McKinney. 
Southern Moullla;n Republicans . 
chapter explores the struggle to define African Americans' freedom in the predominantly 
white mountain counties . In total , they express the complexity and turmoil 
accompanying black and white mountaineers' transition into the postwar world. 
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CHAPTER I 
SETIING THE STAGE: ANTEBELLUM AND CIV[L WAR 
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA 
Southern Appalachi a has long endured negati ve perceptions as a region of 
economicall y depressed and violent hillbilli es. The popular local color literature that 
emerged after the Civil War portrayed mountain people as the backward vesti ges of an 
antiquated culture. In a word, western North Carolina, and the entire Southern 
Mountains, has been labe led "exceptiona l." Wh ile western North Carolina was in some 
ways different from the rest of the nati on at the time of the Civil War, those di screpanc ies 
did not render the region unique. ' True, the large cotton-growing pl antati ons that littered 
the eastern part of the state and much of the Lower South did not dominate western North 
Caro lina. Nor did western North Carolina ever develop a pl anter c lass or a large s lave 
popul ati on comparable to the Lower South . Although some slaveho lding mountaineers 
fi t wi thin the upper echelon of southern gentry, mountain slaveho lders typicall y owned 
fewer slaves and less land. The vast majority of white hi ghlanders were small 
independent producers that relied more heav il y on their own labor and the communal 
ass istance of neighbors. Still despite these differences, western North Caro lina remained 
tied to the South via the larger economic market and the s lave system. Those ti es to the 
I As defined for th is study. western North Carolina includes Alleghany. Ashe. Burke. Buncombe. 
Caldwell . Cherokee, Clay. Haywood. Henderson. Jackson. Macon. McDowell . Mitchell. Po lk. Rutherford. 
Transylvania. Watauga. Wilkes. Yancey counties. which during Presidential Reconstruction included the 
areas conslituting modern Swain. Avery, and Graham counties as wel l. 
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larger South led Appalachi an North Carolina into Presidential Reconstruction amidst 
much the same degree of uncertainty and turmoil as southerners everywhere. 
Western North Carolina's antebellum and Civil War experi ences shaped 
Presidenti al Reconstructi on in the mountains. Many of the connicts, allegiances, and 
social attitudes developed over the region's hi story continued into the post-Civi l War 
peri od. Before the war, western North Caro linians lived in a forward-looking society. 
to 
All soc ial classes craved internal improvements that would help the region achieve its 
economic potenti al. Such unity helped downplay c lass antagonisms during a peri od in 
which tenancy was increasing and yeomen became more heavily involved in the larger 
market economy. A brutal guerrill a war and c lass-based disaffection enli vened the social 
and politica l di visions between mountain whites and embittered local Presidenti al 
Reconstruction politics. 
Li ke all white southerners, highland whites also grappled with the transi tion from 
slavery to a free labor society. Despite the c lai ms of local color writers that North 
Carolina mountai n coun ties were disconnected from the slave system, the opposite is 
true. Mountaineers were committed to s lavery and the social hi erarchy it created . 
Although mountain slaveholders had a closer re lationship with their slaves, many of the 
exploiti ve traits of s lavery remained. African Americans still suffered famili al 
separation, physical abuse, and the psychologica l effects of being property. In addition, 
the absence of a major local military campaign until the final months of the war kept 
slavery relative ly intact. Once the war concluded , however, the mountain s lavery 
disi ntegrated. 
II 
Western Nonh Carolina's most prominent early white settlers were Scots from 
Nonhern Ireland. Among Scotch-irish settlers' motivations for immigrating to America 
was to escape the rigidity of European society. Upon their arri val throughout the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, these immigrants assimilated to a developing social 
system not unlike that they left. In Nonhern Ireland, as in much of seventeenth and 
eighteenth century Europe, a small landholding ruling class exercised vast economic and 
political control over a landless laboring class. The gradual concentration of land under 
the control of the wealthy few gave large southern landowners a si milar economic and 
political innuence. But unlike European society, the southern colonies offered soc ial 
mobility based on accessible land and a profitable African slave-based labor system 2 
Settlement of the fenile river valleys that served as the easiest means of travel and 
trade made western Nonh Carolina ' s early white pioneers successful farmers and 
merchants. Despite maintaining an agricultural base grounded in s lavery, mountain 
slaveholders more closely resembled middle class professionals than the planters of the 
Cotton Belt. Some slaveowners in the mountain counties, such as the PaUersons of 
Caldwell County, fit within the one-eighth of the state's wealthiest slaveholding 
population. The vast majority of slaveowners, however, fell within a middle class of 
commercial farmers, merchants, manufacturers, ani sans, and small -scale professionals 
with fewer than twenty slaves. Wealthy, business-oriented mountaineers recognized the 
2 H. Tyler Blethen and Curti s W. Wood lr .. From Ulster to Carolilla: The Migratioll 0/ the Scotch -
Irish to SOll/hwestem North Carolilla. revi sed ed. (Raleigh: North Carolina Department of Cultural 
Resources Division of Archives and History, 1998), 15. On social mobility in a southern colony. see 
Ed mund S. Morgan. Americall Slavery. Americall Freedom: The Ordeal o/Colollial Virginia (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Co .. 1975) . 
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economic advantages of slavery and used the revenue from their various business 
ventures to purchase and employ their slaves. Hotel owners used slaves during the 
summer to accommodate vacationers. Shopkeepers found ready employment for their 
slaves in the upkeep of their stores. If slaveowners had no direct personal need for their 
slaves' labor, they could hire them out. Hiring out slaves allowed prosperous white 
yeomen and other lower class whites otherwise incapable of purchasi ng slave laborers to 
share in their use. Thus selling the temporary services of their chattel not only provided 
masters with additional income, but also connected the nonslaveholding c lasses to the 
institution3 
Although not large planters, mountai n s laveholders exhibited a level of political 
and economic contro l comparable to the broader southem gentry. One-fourth of all white 
fa milies in the plantation South owned slaves and controlled over ninety-three percent of 
the total wealth of that region. North Carolina's mountai n slaveholding c lass also owned 
large amounts of land. Martin Crawford has demonstrated that Ashe County's eighty 
slaveholders owned a disproportionate twenty-eight percen t of the improved farm acreage 
in the 1850s. Paralle l si tuations existed throughout the region where slaveholders 
commanded fifty-nine percent of the total wealth . T he smaller percentage of mountain 
slaveholder-controll ed wealth is misleading because western North Carolina slaveowners 
made up onl y one tenth of the region's white families. Hence, mountai n s laveholders 
) John C. Inscoe. Mountain Masters: Slavery alld the Secession Crisis ill Western Nortll Ca rolina 
(Knoxvi lle : Universi ty of Tennessee Press, 1989; repri nt with new preface, 1996).7,13,62,68·70.76 
(page citations are to the reprint edition); and Paul D. Escou. MallY Excellellt People: Power alld Privilege 
ill North Carolilla. 1850·1900 (Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press. 1985).4·5.7 . 
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possessed a higher comparative percentage of their region ' s total wealth compared to 
their plantation counterparts 4 
Yeomen farmers, who owned land but few if any slaves, constituted a far greater 
portion of the mountain populace. The earliest white settlers' occupation of the rich 
bottomlands and reliance upon open range livestock pushed these settlers onto smaller, 
less fertile farms near creeks and mountain gaps. There they settled into a predominantly 
local system of exchange, which rested upon a cooperative local community similar to 
that in other southern upcountry regions. Whereas yeomen living in the plantation 
districts were often bound to local planters for economic assistance, the independent 
small farmers outside the Black Belt relied upon one another. Large-scale agricultural 
projects requiring intensive labor, such as clearing trees, became community functions 
joining local yeomen together. Periods of di stress sparked similar community relief 
efforts . Upcountry yeomen shared a comparable level of income with their plantation 
counterparts, but differed in their economic ties to one another as opposed to large local 
planters.5 
Despite their settlement of more remote mountain areas, Southern Appalachian 
yeomen were not isolated. Besides their community similarities mountain yeomen shared 
a direct economic bond with all southern yeomen , who entered the market in large 
4 Inscoe. Mountain Masters, 121: and Martin Crawford. "Political Society in a Southern Mountain 
Community: Ashe County. North Carolina. 1850- 186 1," JOllmal of SOlllil em Hi.flory 55. no. 3 (1989): 
378-8 1. For Ashe County. Crawford expressed the ratio of the percentage of slaveholders in the total 
population to the percentage of controlled wealth as 7.55 compared to 1.89 for the cotton South . Also the 
broader calculation cited here does not encompass Rutherford and Polk Counties. 
5 Stephen Hahn. The Roots a/Southern Populism: Yeomall Farmers alld the Tralls/ ormlllioIJ a/the 
Georgia UPCOllll/ry (New York: Oxford University Press. 1983).52-5 . 
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numbers throughout the decade leading up to the Civil War. East Tennessee farmers 
shared many characteristics with those across the mountains in western North Carolina. 
Hog drives proved extremely profitable for farmers in both regions, and served to lie 
small farmers to the larger southern economy. Following the completion of two regional 
rai I road lines , east Tennessee farmers began to produce wheat , which had a larger market 
demand. Without their own railroad, western North Carolina yeomen remained 
committed to livestock production that provided a variety of economic outlets. Besides 
contributing animals to the drives, the passing herds' subsistence needs transformed 
mountaineers' com into a market commodity. This market interaction created an 
economic link between the mountains and the cotton South . Since staple crop production 
dictated Lower South consumers' buying power. the price paid for upcountry com and 
li vestock depended upon the continued profi tabi lit y of cotton. Hence, western North 
Carolini ans had a strong interest in the success of the stap le crop6 
Landless white tenants rested below the yeomen in the southern socia l hi erarchy. 
Tenancy was on the rise throughout the South during the late an tebe llum period. African 
American slavery and the ri se of commercial agriculture made the southern socia l ladder 
steeper by the Civi l War. No longer a temporary stepping-stone to landho lding, tenancy 
had become a permanent condition for many southern whites. Despite not owning land, 
few lifestyle differences existed between the landless white and the landowni ng yeomen . 
6 Inscoe. MOl/lllaill Masters, 13.4 1.45-6.48-9.52; John C. Inscoe and Gordon B. McKinney. The 
Heart o/Coll/ederate Appalachia: lVestem North Carolilla ill the CivillVar (Chapel Hill : Universi ty of 
North Carolina Press. 2(00). 14; Escott , MallY Excellelll People. 7-9; Noel Fisher. lVar At Every Door: 
Partisall Politics alld Violellce ill East Tellll essee, 1860-1869 (Chapel Hill : The University of North 
Carolina Press. 1997). 17-8; and W. Todd Groce. Moulltai" Rebels: East Tetlllessee COIl/ederates alld 'he 
Civi/lVar. 1860-1870 (Knoxville : The Universi ty of Tennessee Press. 1999).2.4-5.9- 11. 
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Both worked small tracts of land for personal use and raised livestock with simi lar 
rewards . Renters enjoyed a degree of freedom denied yeomen . Because their labor 
agreements were temporary, tenants enjoyed the mobility to leave a bad situation and 
avoided paying property taxes . Tenantry also provided young men without the means of 
buying their own property or business an opportunity to find work outside agriculture. 
Such benefits were not without their price. Landless tenants lacked the security and 
independence of the landowning yeomanry. Poor landless whites were subjected to 
unmerited evictions, biased written contracts that favored their employer, and the 
confi scation of their crops by creditors.' 
Class conflict remained muted before the Civil War in western North Carolina, 
despite the declining relative position of landless whites . As was the case throughout the 
South, family ties eased social tensions. Many of the region 's wealthy families 
intermarried, fostering bonds of family that helped unify the slaveholders as a class. Still 
the strengthening slaveowning elite remained mindful of their large ly nonslaveholding 
constituents. Political campaigns created personal relationships between lower c lass 
voters and wealthier neighbors who hosted visiting candidates and organized meetings. 
But c lass confli ct also failed to materiali ze as a result of s laveholders and 
nonslaveholders' shared interests. Both groups supported the economic and politica l 
7 ESCOll. MallY Excellellt People. 9-10: Inscoe nnd McKinney. The Heart ofCo/ifederate 
Appalachia. 16-8: Charles C. Bohon. Poor Whites of t"e Alllebelllllll SOIll" : Tellallls alld Laborers ill 
Celltral Nort" Carolilla alld Northeast Mississippi (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994). 12-5.29-32: 
H. Ty ler Blethen and Curtis W. Wood. "The Pioneer Experience to t85 1," in Max R. Williams. ed .. T"e 
History of Jacksoll COIlIl Iy (Sylva: Jackson County Historical Association. 1987).84-6; Gordon B. 
McKinney. "Society and Social Groups," in Williams. ed .. T"e History of Jacksoll CO/Illty. 411 -2: and 
Hahn. Roots of SOllt"em Poplllislll , 48. 
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Table I. African American Population in Western North Carolina Counties. 1860 
County Total Popu lation Slave Population Free Black Percentage of 
Population All Blacks in 
Total 
Alleghany 3590 206 33 6.7 
Ashe 7956 391 142 6.7 
Buncombe 12654 1933 III 16.2 
Burke 9237 237 1 22 1 28 .1 
Caldwell 7497 1088 114 16 
Cherokee 9 166 520 38 6. 1 
Haywood 5801 313 14 5.6 
Henderson 10448 1382 85 14 
Jackson 550 1 268 6 5 
Macon 6004 519 115 10.6 
Madison 5908 2 13 17 3.9 
McDowell 7120 1305 273 22 .2 
Polk 4043 620 106 18 
Rutherford 11 573 239 1 123 21.7 
Watauga 4957 104 8 1 3.7 
Wilkes 14749 1208 26 1 10 
Yancey 8655 362 67 5 
Total 134859 15 194 1807 12.6 
NOTE: Clay. Mitchell. and Transylvania Counties formed In 1861 . See David Corbit(, Tlu' FormlllwtI offll, Norll, Cum/ilia 
C OIl1lIlt-',\ /663- / 9013 (Rale igh SI:UC Department of Archives and History. 1950). (,7.149, 204 
SOURCE: Inscoe. MOImltlin Ma..\/f'f\, 61 : and Inter-university Consonium for Political and Social Research. fliJtlJriral. 
Oemograpillc. £('01l,mll('. allli S(mal DlIIa Till' Un/uti Statt's. 1790- 1970 (Computer file) Ann Arbor. Ml: Inter-university 
Consortium for Politica l and Social Research IprcxJucer and dlsLribulorl . 1984 
development of the region. Mountain slaveho lders' consistent support for democratic 
reform and economic projec ts that would have strengthened the western counties within 
the state political structure gained them the support of their poorer white neighbors8 
Slaves formed the foundation of the soc ial hierarchy in the southern mountains. 
Yet Aftican Americans in the western counties lived differentl y from their plantation 
counterparts because mountain masters did not perceive their slaves as likely as 
plantation belt slaves to revolt due to their comparatively small percentage of the 
population (See Table I). The white majority subsequently allowed them more 
8 Inscoe. M OII/I/a;" M aslers. 11 7. 127-30. Among the reforms sought by western North 
Carolinians were an adjustment of state property taxes and voting rights. 
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autonomy and leniency. Highland s laves in North Carolina enjoyed increased mobility 
throughout the region, independently serving as guides for summer tourists, and a more 
intimate relationship with their masters. Siaveowners in western North Carolina 
consistently opposed corporal punishment of slaves, and on occasion convicted peers of 
assau lting a slave in court. Local slaveholders who separated slave families or sold to 
buyers outside the region also evoked communal indignation. Although not unique to 
western North Carolina, this behavior was certainly more common in the mountain 
counties. Still such benefits on ly partially alleviated, not negated, the exploitive 
characteristics common to the southern slave system. For example, historian Edward 
Phifer found sexual exploitation of slave women as common in Burke County as 
elsewhere in the South. Nor did leniency remove African Americans' psychological scars 
of being property9 
The absence of a viable cash crop, such as cotton, prevented the formation of 
typical southern plantations and promoted agricultural diversity. Rough terrain and a 
cooler c limate allowed grains to thrive where cotton floundered . Com, supplemented 
with livestock, served as the primary crop on most mountain farms. Catt le, sheep, and 
hogs proved especially profitable because they adjusted well to mountain conditions. In 
addition, cotton's dominance in the Lower South increased the demand for foodstuffs 
from the Upper South . Since mountain farmers traditionally produced an abundance of 
food, it was only a matter of directing that surplus to market. Merchants, who had 
'Inscoe, MOl/Illai/l Masters. 88-90.99- 102.104-7; and Edward W. Phifer. "Slavery in 
Microcosm: Burke County, North Carolina," JOllrnal o/Sowhem History 28. no. 2 (1962): 139. 148. 153-
4. 
allowed residents to sell their excess goods in their stores si nce the region 's earliest 
settlement , became the middlemen for the sale of goods south. Mountaineers socialized 
with the drivers and sold them excess com or livestock, thereby creating personal 
connections with the southern economy outside their local spheres of exchange. 10 
As mountain residents reaped the fruits of interstate trade their demand for 
internal improvements increased. Turnpikes, such as the highly traveled Buncombe 
Turnpike completed in 1828, became a top priority in the 1830s and 1840s. But 
opposition from the eastern part of the state threatened to prevent western development. 
Eastern North Carolinians refused to pay the taxes necessary to fund such projects 
because they failed to see how they benefited from western improvements. The di scovery 
of valuable mineral resources in southwestern North Carolina during the 1850s only 
scrved to increase mountaineers' desire. East Tennessee experienced great success with 
mining and railroads, and western Carolinians explored all possibilities (both public and 
private) to obtain their own railroad. By the 1850s the issue garnered such popul ar 
backing that both political parties vowed some leve l of support . Finally in 1855, western 
North Carolina secured a charter and a four million-dollar state appropriation for the 
Western North Carolina Railroad (WNCRR). That hi gh price, however, forced the 
10 Crawford, "Mounlai n Farmers and the Market Economy: Ashe County during the I 850s," Nortll 
Carolilla Hisrorical Review 7 1, no. 4 ( 1994) : 443-4; Inscoe, MOl/lllaili Masrers, 13-4, 16-7, 37-8, 41. 45 , 
48-9 : and Frank L. Owsley, Plaill Folk of rile Old Sowll (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1949; reprim, Chicago: Quadrangle Books Inc., 1965), 45-6. Livestock proved a more popular market 
commodity because the inefficient mountain road network made transporting perishable produce too cost ly. 
Yet, mountaineers' tendency to produce a surplus of corn and fruit obliged them to seek an economically 
. viable means to maximize crop usage. Distillation proved a profitable alternative. Transporting whiskey 
and brandy to market was easier than movi ng perishable foodstuffs. For an overview of disti llation in the 
North Carolina mountains, see Kevin Barksdale, "Whiskey Distillation in Antebellum Western North 
Carolina," TI/ckaseegee Valley Hisrorical Review 5, no. I ( 1999). 
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construction of the road in segmenls, with the completion of one part to precede the 
construction of the next. I I 
During the 1830s and 1840s, the Whig party' s commitment to internal 
improvements contributed to their consistent populari ty in western North Caro lina. 
Mountain Whigs' support for the economic development of their region tapped into a 
desi re among all segments of western North Carolina society for economic growth. But a 
depression throughout much of that peri od limited the state ' s spending power. 
Consequently, the Whigs were unable to deli ver funding for improvement projects during 
that ti me. State Democrats' reali zation that proposed rail roads through western North 
Carolina by both South Carolina and Virgi nia would divert mountai n trade permanentl y 
ou t of the state, fo rced them to abandon their opposition to state-funded internal 
improvements. The Wh igs' inabi lity to receive state funds for western improvement 
projects, along wi th the orchestration of the WNCRR' s creation by a Democratic 
governor, hurt but did not destroy them. An additional blow came with the di sso lution of 
the national party structure in the mid- 1850s. In spi te of these tribulations, the Wh igs 
remained competitive in western North Caro lina throughout the laller antebe llum 
period. 12 
Two po li tical issues heightened the state 's internal east-west ri valry and stirred 
class tensions during the late antebellum peri od. The state constitution apportioned the 
I I Inscoe. Maulllain Masters. 154-7 . 161. 165; and Marc W. Kruman. Parties and Politics in North 
Carolina 1836-1865 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press. 1983). 5- 11,25-6. 
" Inscoe. Mountain Maslers. 127-8, 135-7; Kruman. Parties and Politics. 55-6. 64-6; and Martin 
Crawford . "Political Society in a Southern Mountain Community: Ashe County. North Carolina. 1850-
186 1." Journal a/Southern History 55. no. 3 (1989): 383-5. 
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upper legislative house according to taxes paid and the lower house based on federal 
population, including slaves as three-fifths of a person. This system concentrated power 
in the plantation dominated eastem counties. "Equal suffrage," introduced by Democratic 
gubernatorial candidate David Reid in 1848, seemed to answer mountaineers' prayers. 
On the surface, Reid's proposal would redistribute political power by eliminating the 
property qualification that limited the political voice of lower class western residents. 
Mountaineers demanded a constitutional convention to convert the basis of representation 
along Reid's proposal. Failure to support the convention weakened the mountain Whigs 
and brought Reid's Democrats to power in the state. By the end of the antebellum period 
the Whigs regained lost ground based on their support of ad valorem taxation , based on 
total property value. Whigs touted their issue as "equal taxation" and argued that with the 
state enmeshed in an economic depression the new tax system was both democratic and 
practical. Wealthy eastern planters opposed the proposal because it would tax all s lave 
property according to value, whereas the existing poll tax only assessed male s laves 
between twelve and fifty years old. Although nons laveholders became indignant that 
their wealthier neighbors would not carry their share of the tax burden, open class 
connict was averted. Democrats successfully convinced nonslaveholders that ad valorem 
taxation represented governmental encroachment upon individual property rights. Ad 
valorem taxation , slaveholders told their poorer neighbors, would increase the taxes on all 
2 1 
property, not just slaves, thereby hurting poorer whites as well . Still , the issue helped 
restore the two-party balance in the mountains on the eve of disunion.13 
The turbulent presidential election of 1860 revealed white western Carolinians' 
complex self-image. Like the residents of the mid-western frontier states, mountaineers 
desired internal improvement projects and democratic reform. Although westerners 
within North Carolina, their opposition to the Republican party in the 1860 presidential 
e lection revealed them as southerners within the United States. In western North 
Carolina and the South , the election centered upon John C. Breckinridge, a southern 
ri ghts Democrat, and John Bell , of the moderate Constitutional Union Party. A few 
mountaineers backed Senator Stephen Douglas of Illinois, but the majority limited their 
choice to either Breckinridge or Bell, the candidates believed to have the best chance of 
defeating the "Black Republi can," Abraham Lincoln. Breckinridge won the state by 
approximately eight hundred votes, but the continued influence of the Whig party won 
Bell the mountains (See Table 2). Western North Carolina's support of a middle-road 
candidate c lose ly resembling a Whi g did not represent a weaker commitment to southern 
rights. Both parties in the mountains and the South favored the continuation of slavery, 
the protection of which remained the focus of political debate. From thi s perspective , the 
e lection more c learly represents western North Carolinians' continued adherence to two-
party pOlitics. 14 
13 Inscoe. Mountai" Masters. 139-4 1. 144-7. 150; Kruman. Parties mill Politics. 49-52, 86-90. 95-
101 ; and Eric Hobson McGee. "North Carolina Conservalives and Reconstruction." (Ph.D. diss .. Uni versity 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 1972). 40-2. 
14 Inscoe. Mountai" Masters, 2 19-2 1. 
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Table 2. Presidential Election Results in Western North Carolina Counties. 1860 
County Breckinridge Bell Douglas 
( Southern Democrat) (Constitutional Union) (Northern Democrat) 
Ashe/Alleghany 229 7 17 I 
Buncombe 662 705 49 
Burke 470 447 4 
Caldwell 229 449 9 
Cherokee 459 667 0 
Haywood 367 248 13 
Henderson 435 496 4 
Jackson 142 403 0 
Macon 22 1 469 0 
McDowell 276 349 1 
Polk 270 11 8 1 
Rutherford 695 495 3 
Watauga 147 322 0 
Wilkes 363 1323 0 
Yancey 500 275 4 
Total 5465 7483 85 
Percentage of Total 41.9 57.4 .7 
Siale Totals: Breckinridge. 391 11 . Bell . 36640: Douglas. 2245 . 
NOTE: Alleghany Cou nt y vOle<! with Ashe County through 1860. Clay. Mitchell. and Trnnsylvania Counties fonned in 1861. 
Madison County results were so uncenain thai election officials rejected them enllrely. l'aludan . V;cwm. 58 
SOURCE: R.D.W. Connor. cd .. A Mali/wi of North Carolil/a i.r.wed by lIl t! NOr/I! Carolina JJlstorical Commil~jol/ for 'he use of 
Ml'IlIbt'n of the Gll/aal A\',\rmbly Se.f.fiml 1913 (Raleigh E.M. Uzze ll & Co .. 191 3). 985·6: Inscoe. MO/wta;'1 Ma,wer.\·, 221 : and 
Faycnc villc Obl uver. November 26. 1860. pg. I. 
South Carolina ' s withdrawal from the Union on December 20, 1860, following 
Lincoln's election, magnified the secession controversy in North Carolina. Congressman 
Thomas Lanier Clingman led the mountain secessionists. Having emergedin the late 
I 840s as an "ultra-Southern" politician , Clingman 's status as the senior member of the 
state's national delegation reflected western Carolinians' sectional loyalty. Clingman and 
the secessioni sts took their arguments to the people as the cri sis heightened. To the 
nonslaveholding majority, they predicted economic ruin should Appalachian North 
Carolina not align with its Lower South trade partners. Secessionists also appealed to 
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mountaineers' racial fears. Without secession, Clingman and hi s allies warned, slavery 
would be destroyed and freed slaves would flood into the region. 15 
Appealing to nons laveholders' economic and racial altitudes was a calculated 
strategy. North Carolina mountaineers' interest in internal improvements and economic 
development certainly shaped their political outlook. So did their altitudes toward 
slavery. A major plank of the Appalachian exceptionali sm argument is the relative 
absence of blacks in the mountains. Some hi storians. such as Loyal Jones, assert that the 
smaller black popUlation translated into both an absence of racism and a commitment to 
the Union: Wilbur Cash and others argue it lessened contact between the races and 
increased nonslaveholders' racial fears and animosity. Historian John C. Inscoe posits 
that the truth lies somewhere in the middle. Lower class mountaineers shared the same 
racia l outlook of southerners e lsewhere. They agreed that slavery represented the proper 
condition of inferior African Americans. Nons laveholding mountaineers may have 
dis li ked the slaveowners and slaves that depreciated free white labor in the eastern part of 
the state, but compared to emancipation, s lavery appeared the lesser evil.16 
" Inscoe. MOl/lllaill Masters. 226: Inscoe and McKinney. The Hea rt of COli federa te Appalachia. 
30-2: and Philip Shaw Paludan. Victims: A Twe Story of th . Civil War (Knoxvi lle: University of 
Tennessee Press. 198 1).63-4 . 
16 John C. Inscoe. "Race and Racism in Nineteenth-Cenlury Southern Appalachia: Myths, 
Realities. and Ambiguities," in Appalachia ill the Making: The MOllma;fI South if! the Ninetee"," CClllury 
eds. Mary Beth Pudup. Dwight B. Billings. and Ahina L. Waller (Chapel Hill : The University of North 
Carolina Press. 1995). 104-16. 122. It is imporlantto note the ro le slavery played in defining wh ite liberty. 
African American slavery separated the poor whites from the enslaved working class. creating a sense of 
kinship among lower class whites and thei r weahhier slaveholding neighbors. As a resuh. white racism 
smoothed class tensions between rich and poorer whi tes. For more on slavery's part in defining liberty in 
the South. see Morgan. Americall Slavery. Americall Freedom. 327-38. 344-6. 
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Table 3. Slale Convention Eleclion Results in WeSlern North Carolina Counlies. February 1861 
County For Convention Againsl Union Delegates Secession 
Convention Delegales 
AshcJ Alleghany 259 101 3 I 0 
Buncombe 1219 389 I 0 
Burke 718 273 0 I 
Caldwell 186 651 I 0 
Cherokee 149 901 I 0 
Haywood 504 307 0 I 
Henderson 573 647 I 0 
Jackson 435 83 0 I 
Macon 250 359 0 
Madi son 345 532 0 
McDowell 638 2 17 I 0 
RUlherfordIPolk 1332 431 0 2 
Watauga 72 536 I 0 
Wilkes 51 1890 2 0 
Yancey 556 598 I 0 
TOlal 7287 8827 12 5 
SOURCE· Connor. North Carolina Manual. 1013·5: nnd Inscoe. Moulltolll Mas/us. 245. 
The emotionalism of the secessionists' arguments swept some mountaineers in to 
their camp, but a majority of highlanders decided upon a "wait and watch" approach to 
the cri sis . Hesitation to secede did not reflect a widespread affinity for the Union . To 
mountain residents the Union was a means to an end, rather than an end in itself. 
Hi ghlanders adhered to the Union as long as it guaranteed their interests as indi viduals, 
North Carolinians, and southerners. Unconvinced that disunion was the best means to 
protect their interests, western Carolini ans rejected the call for a state secession 
convention in February 186 1 (See Table 3). Unlike the extreme secessionists of the Deep 
South , the majority of mountaineers believed that the election of a Republican president 
alone did not endanger slavery or necessi tate the state's withdrawal from the Union. 
Western North Carolinians and the rest of the Upper South, however, made it known that 
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they would not tolerate the use of force to restore the Union. Linco ln 's call for 75,000 
volunteers to put down the rebellion following the surrender of Fort Sumter in Charleston 
Harbor destroyed western North Carolinians' Unionism. Forced to choose between the 
Union and the South, western Carolinians joined with their eastern counterparts in favor 
of di sun ion on May 20 , 1861 .17 
Western Carolina 's support for secession deri ved from a variety of sources. 
Perhaps the most important was the perpetuation of African Ameri can slavery. Debates 
over the Union centered upon the protection of slavery. Union-Whigs argued that the 
constitution protected slavery while secession itse lf threatened its existence. 
Secessionists, on the other hand , pointed to Lincoln 's stance against the expansion of 
slavery, and claimed that the Republican party trul y intended to destroy the institution 
where it already ex isted. Mountaineers fe lt that they needed slavery in order to achieve 
their region's economic potential following the adverti sement o f their natural resources, 
improvement o f their farming techniques, and the cont inuation of its internal 
deve lopment. To men like Willi am Holland T homas of Jackson County, the Confede racy 
offered the best opportunity to ac hieve that potenti al. Thomas reasoned that as the 
geographic center of the Confederacy, the construction of long desi red rail routes would 
become a southern priority. Secession would also benefit loca l manufacturing interests 
and touri sm. Separati on from northern manufacturing centers would foster local 
17 Inscoe and McKinney. Tile Heart of Confederate Appalachia, 42-4: and Inscoe, MOllnta;1I 
Masters, 238-240. 243-5, 250-1 . 
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production, and lure wealthy southerners that previously vacationed in the North to select 
the Carolina mountains as an alternative. '8 
Throughout the spring and summer of 1861 , male western North Carolinians left 
their families and friends for southern-amned service. Thousands entered the Confederate 
amny to prove their courage to their neighbors and comrades. Women hosted picnics for 
soldiers and showered them with gifts, reminding them that they were the defenders of 
southern local and national honor. Such di splays during the months fo llowing secession 
reinforced mountain men's conviction to defend their homes from Yankee aggression, 
embodied by neighboring east Tennessee. Unionist raids from across the border on their 
unprotected homes imbued male western Carolinians with a healthy anxiety for their 
fa milies. The high concentration of relatives and friends in volunteer units reinforced the 
palpable need to defend thei r homes. During the first two years of the war, the hi gh 
concentration of fa mil y members within volunteer units bolstered national loyalties by 
giving them a local navorl 9 
Mountaineers' initial enthusiasti c response to the Confederacy concealed 
lingering internal di ssent. Secession did not complete ly stamp out opposi ti on in the 
mountains . As North Carolinians across the state ralli ed to the nag, a Watauga county 
state legislator resigned in the face of continued loca l Unionism as secession approached. 
18 John C. Inscoe. "Moumain Unionism. Secession. and Regional Self-Image: The Comrasling 
Cases of Weslern North Carolina and East Tennessee:' in Lookillg SOl/lh: Chaplers ill Ih e Hislory of all 
Americall Regioll . ed . Winfred B. Moore and Joseph F. Tripp (New York: Greenwood Press. 1989), 11 5-7. 
12 1-6; and Inscoe and McKinney. Heart of Call federa te Appalachia . 47-50. 
"Inscoe and McKinney. Heart ofCollfederale Appalachia. 63-4. 71. 73. 106-7; and Martin 
Crawford. "Confederate Volunteering and Enlistment in Ashe County. North Carolina. 1861-1862." Civil 
War Hislory 37. no. I ( 199 1): 32, 35-40. 
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He resigned based upon hi s understanding "that my position upon the affairs of the 
country, and public sentiment in that County do not accord." The necessary sacrifices of 
war created more hardship during the war's first year. In the mountains, where the 
nuclear family constituted the basic economic unit, the absence of ski ll ed and unski lled 
male laborers was especially damaging. Women became more hesitant to support their 
husbands' Confederate service as the war continued beyond initial expectations of a brief 
conflict. Men's absence forced women to assume the bulk of the agricul tural workload 
typically reserved for men on top of their own traditional sphere of labor. Mounting 
economic hardships undermined the patemali sti c covenant, in which women deferred to 
men in exchange for protection, as well as some southern women's commitment to the 
war. Increasing sacrifices symboli zed men's, and in a larger sense the Confederacy's, 
failure to provide properl y for their women. The mounting guerrill a war in the mountains 
fUJ1her convinced some mountain women that they cou ld neither be physically defended 
nor provided for. With so many men gone, it appeared that their region was 
defense less 2 0 
War weariness and di ssatisfaction with Confede rate policies gave rise to a new 
wave of "Unionism" in western North Carolina during the war's second year. Historian 
Georgia Lee Tatum identified six basic causes of dissension toward the Confederacy : 
apathy or opposition to the initial call for secession, Confederate laws (especiall y 
20 Quote from Bolton. Poor Whites of the Antebelllllll Sowh, 146; and Inscoe and McKinney. Th e 
Heart of COli f ederate Appalachia , 78-8 1. For broader studies showing the war's impact on southern 
women. see Drew Gi lpin Faust. Mothers of ln vemioll : Women of th e Siaveholding South in tire American 
Civil War (Chapel Hill : The University of North Carolina Press, 1996); and George C. Rabie , Civil Wars: 
Women and th e Crisis of Southern Nationalism . Women in American History, ed. Mari Jo Buhle. Jacquelyn 
D. Hall , and Anne Firor Scott (Urbana : University of Illinois Press. 1989). 
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conscription , impressment, and the tax-in-kind), conflict between state and central 
governments, hardships of war, southern setbacks at Vicksburg and Gettysburg in July 
1863, and a states' rights peace movement. Tatum specifically attributed the ri se of 
"di sloyalty" in western Carolina to a regional disinterest in slavery and the desertion of 
men seeking to provide for their families. Yet, the former was rare. Unionism in the 
highlands most typically stemmed from either personal experience-such as Federal 
military service-or a rising lower class resentment of the wealthy e lite accused of not 
equa ll y shouldering the burdens of war. This di ssent during the war's latter half 
represented more opposition to the Confederacy than love for the Union 2 t 
North Carolina's competitive two-party system provided a political outlet for 
mountaineers' rising di ssati sfaction. The 1862 gubernatorial election revealed how far 
the entire state had defected from the secessioni st leaders that guided North Carolina out 
of the Union. A new Conservative party arose under the leadership of powerful 
Democratic newspaper editor William W. Holden, a leadi ng proponent of antebellum 
democrati c reform, and Union-Whigs , who opposed North Carolina' s secession until it 
was a reality. The Conscription Act of 1862 provided the impetus for thi s political 
marriage between old opponents. Union-Whigs hesitated to support the new party until 
the adoption of conscription , which they perceived, foretold a strong military government 
" Georgia Lee Tatum. Disloyalty ill the COllfederacy (Chapel Hill : The Uni versity of North 
Carolina Press, 1934).3, 13-20, 109- 10; Inscoe and McKinney, Th e Hearr of COl/federa te Appalachia, 86-
9 1. 111 -3; and Paludan. Victims, 6 1. While Tatum's study remains an important work on internal d issent in 
the Confederacy. it is complicated by the author's use of terms such as "d isaffection." "dissatisfac tion," and 
"disloyalty" interchangeabl y. The former two are not synonymous with disloyalty. Someone can be 
disaffected and dissatisfied with the Confederacy without fa voring its destruction. For an excellent study 
of one western county's Unionist sentiment, see Martin Crawford, "The Dynamics of Mountain Unionism: 
Federal Volunteers of Ashe County, North Carolina." in Kenneth W. Noe and Shannon H. Wilson. eds., 
The Civil War ill Appalachia (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1997),55-77 . 
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at odds with individual liberty. In the beginning, Conservatives drew heavy support from 
lower class whites, resentful of Confederate governmental policies that seemingly 
favored the wealthy. Lower class southerners everywhere bristled at the Conscription 
Act's exemption of one male on every farm possessing twenty or more slaves. Equally 
gall ing was the provision allowing those with means the ability to hire substitutes. 
Yeomen and landless whites across the South cried out in protest of what they perceived 
had become a "rich man's war and a poor man's fi ght." Such clai ms were especially 
strong in North Carolina's western counties where small independent farmers constituted 
the vast majority of the populace. With secessionists' earlier appeals to rall y in defense 
of southern liberty ringing in their ears, yeomen could not understand why they were now 
enjoined to fi ght for thei r personal freedom 22 
Conservatives' need for someone to unite their coalition led them to Zebulon B. 
Vance, a westerner, former Union-Whig, and Confederate colonel. During the campaign, 
the Conservatives, via Holden's powerful North Carolina Standard, appealed directl y to 
the voters who defeated the secessionists' February 186 1 call for a conventi on. T hey 
successfully portrayed the secessionists as rash radicals who led the people out of the 
Union wi thout a plan to handle the exigencies of a state at war. Aided by Vance's wide 
attraction and Holden's influence, the Conservatives won the governor's chair in 
convinc ing fashion . Almost seventy-three percent of the state, and eighty-seven percent 
22 McGee. "North Carolina Conservatives and Reconstruction," 68-71; and Inscoe and McKinney, 
Th e Heart oJColIJederate Appalachia, 147-9. 
Table 4. Gubernatorial Election Results in Western North Carolina Counties, 1862 
County 
Alleghany 
Ashe 
Buncombe 
Burke 
Caldwell 
Cherokee 
Clay 
Haywood 
Henderson 
lackson 
Macon 
Madison 
McDowell 
Rutherford 
Watauga 
Wilkes 
Yancey 
Total 
Percentages 
Sla te Totals: Vance , 54423: Johnston, 20448 . 
• Denotes Majority 
Zebulon B. Vance 
(Conservative Party) 
227 
648 
1323 
886 
838 
621 
279 
299' 
1208 
604 
670 
619 
728 
1147 
423 
1615 
714 
12849 
86.8 
William lohnston 
(Confederate Party) 
12 
15 
274 
239 
40 
18 1 
38 
o 
82 
117 
103 
165 
104 
257 
62 
76 
186 
195 1 
13.2 
NOTE: Mitchell County vQled with Yancey County lind Tran sylvan ia Cou nty voted wi th Henderson County. 
SOURCE: Connor. North Carolina Manllal, 999- 1000. 
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of mountai n voters, rejected the secessionists and made Vance their governor (See Table 
An escalating guerrilla war further exacerbated growing tensions. As Philip Shaw 
Paludan points out, in Civil War western North Carolina "an allegiance was worn as a 
target over the heart, amid armed enemies, and loyalty could attract both dangerous 
friends and mortal enemies." Fearful of east Tennessee Unionists and unwilling to serve 
in the regular army, pro-Confederate partisans appeared as early as July 1861. An influx 
2J Inscoe and McKinney, The Heart of COli federate Appalachia, 147-5 1; and Kruman, Parties alld 
Politics, 230-4 1. 
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of deserters from both arrrties added further fuel to the fire. Although many of these 
deserters were western North Carolinians returning to aid their struggling fa milies, many 
of whom later returned to the ranks, the mountains attracted other fugitives who saw the 
rugged landscape as an excellent hiding place. Some deserters organized parti san bands 
aimed at their self-defense , the protection of their families, and prosecution of the ir cause. 
The presence of parti sans emboldened Unionists who transformed loyali st counties, such 
as Wil kes and Caldwell , into centers of resistance. Efforts to subdue the guerrill as with 
force esca lated matters. When the 64lh North Carolina Regiment entered Madi son 
County during the winter of 1862- 1863 to arrest deserters, it resulted in tragedy. Angered 
by the bushwhacker tacti cs of concealed guerrill as and a raid on their co lone l's fa mily, 
the Confederate troops determined that the best way to deal with such Unioni sts was to 
ki ll them. They subsequentl y rounded up thirteen suspects between the ages of thirteen 
and fifty-nine, and marched them out of town. Once safe ly outside town limits, they 
lined their prisoners along the road and executed them2 4 
Public protests against the Confederate government's infri ngements on civil rights 
across the state in Jul y and August 1863 laid the groundwork for a political spl it between 
Holden and Governor Vance. Although both defended indi vidual liberties and agreed 
that North Carolina should fi ght as long as it remained subject to northern invasion, 
Holden favored a negotiated armistice with the North . Holden's contemporaries and 
2A Paludan. Vicrims. xi. 68 . 84-98; Ella Lonn. Desertioll Dll rill8 rhe CivillVar, with an introduction 
by Wi ll iam A. Blair (Gloucester: American Historical Association. 1928; Bison Books, 1998).62-76; and 
Inscoe and McKinney. The Heart ofCollfederare Appalachia. 106-9. 11 4-5. 125-6. For a study that 
captures the moral ambiguousness and violent nature of the guerrilla war in western North Carolina, see 
Peter F. Stevens. Rebels ill Blue: The Srory of Keirh alld Malinda Blalock (Dallas: Taylor Publishing 
Company. 2000). 
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modem historians have argued that this stance revealed a willingness to concede 
Confederate defeat and reconstruct the Union. Marc W. Kruman , however, argues that 
Holden sought only to protect personal freedom via an honorable peace within the 
Confederacy. Finding themselves at an impasse, Holden decided to oppose Vance in the 
1864 gubernatorial campaign. The editor's decision marked hi s emergence as the leading 
voice of statewide dissati sfaction toward the Confederacy. Yet, his public opposition to 
the southern central government raised doubts about hi s loyalty to the South as well. 
Western North Carolinians refused to abandon their region . Although unhappy with 
Confederate policies and increasing wartime sacrifices, mountaineers remained 
supportive of their region. Vance captured over seventy-five percent of the mountain 
vote and hi s second landslide victory (See Table 5)25 
Public exposure of Unionist organizations, such as the Heroes of America, 
working secretl y in tandem with the peace movement during the final month of the 
campaign destroyed Holden's chances for victory. Voters across the state found Ho lden's 
indirect alliance with a sec ret group of subversives alarming. Founded in central North 
Carolina in 1861 , the Heroes of America, or "Red Strings," gathered an estimated 10,000 
members across the state. The Red Strings, who were definitely active in the mountains 
by 1864, may have spread into the northwest counties by means of the Underground 
Railroad to east Tennessee as early as the final months of 1862. Members strove to 
" Kruman. Parties allli Politics . 244-52, 259-65; and McGee, "North Carolina Conservati ves and 
Reconstruction." 75-7, 82-5 . 
Table 5. Gubernatorial Election Results in Western North Carolina Counties, 1864 
County Zebulon B. Vance 
(Conservati ve Party war wing) 
Alleghany 
Ashe 
Buncombe 
Burke 
Caldwell 
Cherokee 
Clay 
Haywood 
Henderson 
Jackson 
Macon 
Madison 
McDowell 
Polk 
Rutherford 
Watauga 
Wilkes 
Yancey 
Total 
Percentage 
Sla le Tota ls: Vance, 58070: Holden. 14491 
279 
597 
843 
661 
548 
292 
169 
527 
600 
375 
335 
271 
478 
147 
799 
272 
534 
372 
8099 
75.6 
William W. Holden 
(Conservative Party peace wing) 
38 
58 
245 
156 
85 
5 
95 
11 6 
346 
6 1 
76 
59 
46 
96 
379 
95 
567 
89 
2612 
24.4 
NOTE: Mitchell COUnI)' voted wi th Yancey County and Transylvania County voted wi th Henderson County. 
SOURCE: Connor. North Carolina Manual. 999· 1000. 
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undermine the Confederacy wherever possible. For instance, they performed espionage, 
encouraged desertion , and escorted Unionists to Federal lines in east Tennessee and 
Kentucky. From 1864 to the war's end, the Heroes of America supervised local Unionist 
networks and may have become overtly political. 1n the 1863 election for the 
Confederate Congress, the Heroes likely coordinated Rutherford County resident George 
w. Logan's successful campaign as a peace candidate26 
26 Inscoe and McKinney, The Heart of COllfederate Appalachia, t37. t54. 158. 162: William T . 
Auman and David D. Scarboro. "The Heroes of America in Civil War North Carolina". North Carolilla 
Historical RevielV. vol. 58. October 198 1. no. 4. 327. 329-3 1. 336. 342. 345. 350: Kruman. Parties and 
Politics, 264-5: and McGee. "North Carolina Conservati ves and Reconstruction." 85. For a study of the 
Heroes of America in a Southern Appalachian region. see Kenneth W. Noe. "Red String Scare: Civil War 
Southwest Virginia and the Heroes of America," North Carolina Historical RevielV 69. no.3 ( 1992) . 
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The Civil War overwhelmed western North Carolina 's productive capacity, which 
was already in decline by 1860. An absence of male laborers combined with droughts, 
hog cholera epidemics, and the effects of the war drove highl anders to take matters into 
their own hands. In April 1864, fifty women in Yancey County broke into a Confederate 
supply warehouse and carried off sixty bushels of wheat. The economic prosperity of the 
1850s served as a time of expansion for many western North Carolinians as they entered 
the southern market. But hi storian Paul Salstrom identified several trends unknown to 
mountaineers at the time, such as the overall decline of the mountain slave population 
and Appalachia's inability to meet the Lower South 's demand for foodstuffs, which 
revealed troubling economic signs beneath thi s prosperity. Many western fanners were 
actuall y growing poorer during the late antebe llum peri od. Food-producing animals, 
such as hogs and cattle, shrank in absolute numbers in the Southern mountains while its 
human popul ati on boomed thereby reducing its marketable surpluses . Hence, the Civil 
War simpl y intensified an ongoing economic downward spiral. 27 
Slavery, often a point of wartime conflict throughout the South , remained 
re lative ly intact in western North Carolina, despite hi ghland slaves' engagement in many 
of the same subversive acti vities employed by African Ameri cans throughout the South 28 
During the war, slaves exploited their mobility and knowledge of the landscape to help 
27 Inscoe and McKinney, Th e Neart o/ Con/ ederale Appalachia , 167-7 1. 197-8; and Paul 
Salstrom. Appalachia 's Palh 10 Dependency: Rethinking {/ Region 's Economic Nistory / 730- / 940 
(Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky. 1994).8-10, 13, 16. 
" For a study showing the adverse effects of slavery during the war. see Clarence L. Mohr. On the 
Th reshold 0/ Freedom: Masters and Slaves in CivillYar Georgia (Athens: Uni versity of Georgia Press, 
1986). 
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fugitive Federal prisoners from Sali sbury avoid recapture. Other African Ameri cans fed, 
clothed, and hid enemies of the Confederacy, or escaped to Union lines themselves. But 
such opportunities for escape were limited in western North Carolina where the Union 
army was not a major presence until Knoxville's capture in September 1863 29 
The general insulation of mountain slavery from the strain of war large ly 
preserved the power of white masters until the end of the Civi l War. Highlanders bought 
or leased slaves in rapidly increasing numbers to work on private farms and public 
improvements such as the Western North Carolina Rai lroad. Mary Bell of Macon 
County purchased her family's fi rs t s laves in February 1864. Encouraged by her husband 
to convert their cash holdings into a tangible in vestment, Mary acquired a servant girl 
who she swapped fo r a slave fa mily a few months later. Her pride in the acquisi tion, 
completed so late in the war, accentuated western Carolini ans' be lief that the institution 
was both stable and safe. Amidst a war that inc luded emancipation as a Union objective, 
slavery prospered in North Carolina's mountains, seemingly obliv ious to the surroundi ng 
Fo llowing the Confederate surrender in April 1865, the South confronted the 
issues of reuni fication, inc luding who should rule and black freedom. In western North 
Carolina, the political confli ct grew out of the region's antebell um and wartime 
experi ences. Western Carolinians fe lt the war's economic effects acutely. Families were 
29 Inscoe and Mc Ki nney. The Heart of COli federate Appalachia. 225-9. 
). Inscoe and McKinney. The Heart of Co life dera te Appalachia. 209-22; and John C. Inscoe. 
"Coping in Confederate Appalachia: Portrait of a Mountain Woman and Her Community at War," North 
Carol ilia Historica l Review 69. no. 4 ( 1992): 408-9. 
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devastated by the inability to achieve ma)(imum results from their farms in their male 
relatives' absence. The war stunted the southern market economy and halted construction 
of the internal improvements long sought after by mountaineers. Also, a bitter guerrilla 
war further polarized whites, already divided by class interests. 
Two distinct camps of white highlanders emerged out of the war: the anti -
Confederates and the Conservatives. Although the anti-Confederates incorporated 
conditional Unionists, members of the wartime peace movement, lower class whites, 
wealthy moderates , and others, "strait-sect" Unionists, who remained loyal to the United 
States for the entire war, comprised its foundation ] ! Unionists in western North 
Carolina, and across the state, thought their loyalty to the United States and persecuti on 
by Confederates justified placing them in power. But the Conservatives would not 
relinquish authority easi ly. Lower class whites' initial enthusiasm for the Confederacy in 
1861 and early 1862 tapered off considerably in the face of conscription, impressment, 
and a brutal partisan connie!. Such "disloyalty" was ine)(cusable for Conservatives. 
many of whom had overcome their own opposition to secess ion in order to serve their 
state during the war. Convinced that their opponents were di shonorable traitors, 
mountain Conservatives committed to punishing their Unionist foes after the war. 
31 North Carolinians assigned several meanings to "Unionist" during Presidential Reconstruction. 
Conservatives understood the term to include conditional Unionists who opposed secession until a fact and 
then supported the Confederacy. Others defined Unionist as members of the peace movement so as to 
include those who changed their allegiance during the war. A minority of the peace movement supporters 
was the "strait-sect Unionists" who opposed secession and the Confederacy for the duration of the war. For 
the purpose of this study, Unionist will refer to those who opposed the Confederacy by war's end. 
References to specific types of Unionists will be clarified by categorization such as "strait-sect" or 
"conditional. " Conservatives. as used here, applies not only to the political party that emerged in 1862, but 
also to the antebellum slaveholding class that controlled it following the war as well. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE STRUGGLE FOR POLITICAL SUPREMACY 
IN WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA 
Despite maintai ning their social and cultural authority fo llowing the Civil War, 
the former slaveholders and Confederates, who were Conservati ve politicians, could not 
nearl y lost their political supremacy. The former Confederate States became embroi led 
in bitter po litical struggles . For North Carolina, the relative ly hi gh level of wartime 
di ssent in the state made the issue even more complex . A strong statewide peace 
movement split the dominant Conservati ve party in 1864, badly dividing white 
mountai neers . Although united on the issue of race, several other fac tors di vided 
mountai n whites. Class tensions, muted before the war in large part due to slavery, 
became open points of confl ict during Presi denti al Reconstruction. The average 
moun tai n yeomen suffe red tremendously during the war. Lower class whites, angry that 
their Confede rate neighbors had supported such a destructi ve war, attempted to seize 
power. White mountain Conservati ves, conversely, lashed out at the anti-Confederates in 
an effort not onl y to regain their traditi onal politica l power, but also to punish their 
di sloyalty to the Confederacy. 
A political coalition of ex-slaves , former Unionists, and northern carpetbaggers 
had the potenti al to dethrone the Conservatives for good across the South . Southern 
blacks' demands for a political voice and more control over thei r lives posed an additional 
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th reat to former slaveholders' political power. In the largely white mountains of western 
North Carolina, however, the freedmen posed no such immediate threat. African 
Ameri cans constituted less than thirteen percent of western North Carolina's total 
population in 1860. Consequently, politics remained a white enterprise. Mountain 
politics of Presidential Reconstruction , therefore, were not driven by race, as was 
generall y the case in the postwar South. Albeit an important fac tor, race wa not the onl y 
issue during Presidential Reconstruction . During the war, mountaineers divided along 
class lines . In fact, western North Carolina came out of the Civil War more divided than 
most other regions of the South . Although initially a strong supporter of the 
Confederacy, western North Carolina quickly became an area that was filled with internal 
dissent and turmoil that often pitted white mountaineers against each other along c lass 
lines . Confederate policies, such as the Conscription Act and impressment, convinced 
many lower class mountain whites that their wealthy neighbors did not make si milar 
sacrifices during the war. 
Wartime political coalitions surv ived the war and largely shaped the postwar 
poli tical battles. Former Unionists led an anti-Confederate coalition against mountain 
Conservati ves following the war. Without race as a unifying factor, mountain 
Conservatives resorted to aggressive political tactics to overcome their challengers. 
Outraged over the Unioni sts opposition to the Confederacy, Conservatives waged a fierce 
campaign of suppression agai nst the anti -Confederates, whom they viewed as trai tors . 
President Johnson's conciliatory reunion policy gave the Conservatives an opportunity to 
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regain political office. Once restored to power, the Conservatives turned the state court s 
and government against their opponents. 
Two proclamations issued on May 29 formally unveiled President Andrew 
Johnson's plan to reconstruct the federal Union. The first granted amnesty and restored 
property (minus slaves) to former Confederates that swore loyalty to the Uni ted States. 
This seemingl y beneficent fiat excluded fourteen classes of citizens, including former 
owners of property worth over $20,000. Although thi s exception seemingly refl ected 
Johnson's deep hatred for the Southern planter class, the president vowed to adjudicate 
each case on individual meri t. His second declaration spe lled out the process of 
restoration. It named William W. Holden provisional governor of North Carolina and 
ordered him to organize a constitutional convention to restore hi s state to the Uni on. 
Once in sess ion , such conventions were to repeal and renounce secession, abolish 
slavery, and repudiate Confederate war debts. Since he held that the southern states 
never left the Union, Johnson hoped hi s policy would create legitimate state governments 
that could promptly resume their place in the Union. I 
The onset of Reconstruction reorganized North Carolina's political fac tions. By 
far the most powerful were the Conservatives, mostly former Union-Whi gs who 
governed the state for most of the war. The Conservatives' commitment to fighting the 
war to the end also earned them the support of the former slaveholder-dominated 
I Eric Foner, Recollstructioll : America 's Ullfillished Revolutioll. 1863- 1877 (New York: Harper & 
Row. Pulishers, 1988), 177-8, 183; Dan T . Carter , Wh ell the War Was Over: Til e Failure of Self-
ReCOllStructioll ill the South , 1865- /867 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1985),24-8; 
Michael Perman, Reunion WithoLlt Compromise, Tile Sowh and Recollstruction: 1865- / 868 (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1973),73-8, 99; and Edward Hobson McGee. "North Carolina Conservatives 
and Reconstruction," (Ph .D. diss., Uni versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 1972), 105. 
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Democratic party's remnants. These two groups shared class interests. As most former 
Democrats were slaveholders, most leading Conservatives also tended to own slaves. 
Despite their incorporation of the former secessionist-Democrats following the war, the 
Conservative party denied responsibility for the war. Most Conservatives were former 
Union-Whigs, they argued, who had opposed disunion until their state seceded. At which 
point, they could not refuse to serve their state without dishonor. They further 
proclaimed their innocence by recounting their opposition to the Confederate central 
government's encroachment on civil liberties, most notably conscription and the 
suspension of habeas corpus. Still their refusal to assume responsibility for the war effort 
masks the fact that, despite their earlier opposition to secession, they were devoted to the 
Confederacy. This nucleus of former Union-Whigs aligned with the former Democratic 
slaveholding ruling class, which even without its slaves retained dominance over a 
disproportionate share of the state's larid. Conservatives enjoyed several intangible 
advantages as well. Well -educated and experienced in state politics, they dominated 
most professional classes and social groups. With much of thei r landed wealth intact, the 
former slaveholding class emerged from the war bent but unbroken 2 
Opposition to the Conservatives developed as a loose coalition of "anti-
Confederates" around Provisional Governor William Holden , whose strength in the 
mountains derived from the region 's wartime di ssati sfaction. As de facto leader of the 
state peace movement, and despite hi s sound defeat in 1864, Holden became an 
2 McGee, "North Carolina Conservatives and Reconstruction," 1 06-7; and Ouo H. Olsen, "North 
Carolina: An Incongruous Presence." in Ono H. Olsen. ed., Recoflsrructioll ami Redemption in til e South 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1980), 162, 169. 
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influential fi gure in western North Carolina. He needed that strength to hold together the 
diverse opposition group. According to hi storian Otto H. Olsen , the anti-Confederates 
incorporated "prewar opponents of secession, consistent Unionists and wartime peace 
advocates, reform-minded yeomen and arti sans , upper-class moderates and realists , 
regional representatives seeking some shift in state policy and power, and whites 
especially receptive to some degree of racial equality, nationali sm, or the principles of 
free labor capitalism." Each of these disparate elements shared the belief that acceptance 
of federal demands represented the surest means of achieving a speedy reunificati on. 
Leander Sams Gash of Transylvania County, a moderate upper class anti -Confederate, 
fe lt strongly that the South should accede to northern demands. As he told hi s wife in 
earl y 1866, "refined society must change in the South . We must accommodate ourselves 
to the circumstances that surround US. ,,3 Yet, the anti-Confederates lacked the firm bond 
thai held the Conservatives together. Although the bulk of the anti -Confederates were 
lower class whites, they did not make up the entire coalition. Consequentl y, Holden and 
other leading anti -Confederates constantl y had to find a way to overcome potenti all y 
divisive issues within the group. 
Lower class whites joined the anti -Confederate movement in an effort to topple 
the wealthy slaveholders. Poorer whites suffered tremendously during the war, and 
be li eved that their wealthier neighbors did not carry the same burden of sacrifi ce. They 
J Otto H. Olsen and Elien Z. McGrew. "Prelude to Reconstruction: The Correspondence of State 
Senator Leander Sams Gash. 1866- 1867. Part I," North Carolilla Historical Review 60, no. I (1983).43-6. 
58: Olsen. ed .. Recoll srrucrioll alld Redemprioll in rhe So"'h. 9. 160; and Otto H. Olsen and Elien Z. 
McGrew, "Prelude to Reconstruction: The Correspondence of State Senator Leander Sams Gash. 1866-
1867. Part 11." Norrh Carolilla Hisrorical Review 60. no. 2 ( 1983) : 207 . 
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resented the Conscription Act, which exempted one white male on every farm with over 
twenty slaves , and lower class white women led a handful of bread riots throughout the 
western counties. Alexander H. Jones, a consistent Unionist from Hendersonville, used 
this dissatisfaction to broaden the anti-Confederates' appeal. During the war, Jones called 
attention to the emerging class differences . In 1863, he proclaimed to the mountain that 
"these cotton lords of creation, who own fifty , a hundred, or perhaps five hundred slaves, 
look upon a white man who has to labor for an honest living as no better than one of their 
negroes ." He conceded the wealthy's superior education, but countered that their 
education taught slaveholding whites "that they themselves are superior" to their poorer 
white neighbors' Such appeals resonated with the economically suffering yeomen and 
poor whites . The perception that wealthy former slaveholders did not share in the war's 
devastation brought many poorer whites into the anti -Confederate ranks . 
Both sides realized that President Johnson would play an important part in their 
political future . Western North Carolina Conservatives personally disliked the former 
east Tennessee Unionist turned president. For turning hi s back on the South, one 
Caldwe ll county woman proposed that Johnson deserved to be "choked to death and le ft 
4 Alexander Hamilton Jones. Knocki"8 at the Door. Alex. fl . Jones, Member-Elect to Congress: 
His Course Before the War. During the War, and After the War. Adventures ami Escapes. (W ashington: 
McGill & Witherow. Printers and Stereotypers. 1866). 13. Alexander Hamilton Jones (1 822- 190 1) a 
Mexican War veteran born in Buncombe County claimed he taught himself to love the Union as a child 
reading about George Washington and other national fi gures. Jones's interests as a merchant at the 
outbreak of war led him into po litics. He helped organize Unionists in western North Carolina, and was 
captured while raising a federal regiment in western North Carolina. The state's only outri ght Unio nist 
elected to Congress in 1865 , Jones was an influential Reconstruction politician and newspaper editor. 
William S. Powell. ed ., Dictiona ry of North Carolina Biography (Chapel Hill : The University o f North 
Caro lina Press. 6 vols .. 1986), III. 31 2-3. 
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unburied. "S Many ardent former Confederates west of the Blue Ridge undoubtedl y 
endorsed a Lincoln County lawyer's opinion that Johnson was "the bastard renegade of 
the South" for remaining loyal to the United States in 1861.6 
Still mountain Conservatives publicly embraced Johnson in the hope of regaining 
their political dominance through hi s conciliatory policy. Macon County lawyer A.T. 
Davidson hated the "diny demagogue," but recognized that Johnson's po licy represented 
a better option than the Republican Congress . Although Dav idson believed Johnson a 
trai tor, he determined to gi ve him "heany suppon--that is as heany as a subjugated rebe l 
can" in order to steer the president into the Conservati ve camp.7 Local Conservati ve 
newspapers helped to sooth public hatred for Johnson. The Asheville News publi shed a 
phrenological study praising Johnson as possessing "a very strong will , the greatest 
fonit ude, and almost unl imited powers of endurance, with courage and force to match." 
Asheville ' s fo remost Conservati ve organ funher credited Johnson wi th being modest. 
respectful , j udicious, and, above all e lse, democratic .s 
l Laura to "My Deur Martha," May 25 . 1865. Wi ll iam A. Hoke Papers, SHe. 
6 Diary entry. June 14. 1865. David Schenck Papers. SHC. 
7 A.T. Davidson to Zebulon B. Vance. October 22 .1 865. in Gordon B. McKinney and Richard M. 
McMurry. eds .. Til e Papers oJ Zebuloll VOllce (Frederick: University Publications of America. 1987. 
microfi lm edi tion). reel 4. Allen Turner Davidson ( 18 19- 1905). born in Haywood County. was admitted to 
the North Carolina bar in 1845. He practiced law in Cherokee County. until as a Democrat and reluctant 
secessionist. Davidson served in the 1861 state secession convention. the Provisional Confederate 
Congress. and House of Representatives. In 1863. peace candidate George W. Logan of Rutherford 
defeated Davidson in his ree lection bid. After the war. Davidson moved to Macon County and later 
Asheville. Powell . ed .. Dictiollory oj Nonh Carol ilia Biography. iI. 23-4 . 
' Ashevi lle News. November 16. 1865. pg. I. 
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Anti -Confederates were more equi vocal in their support of the president. 
Mountain Unionists respected Johnson's controversial decision to remain loyal to the 
United States when Tennessee seceded.9 The predominantly professional and lower class 
anti -Confederates al so felt a sort of kinship to him as a se lf- made man, who e levated 
himself th rough hard work from tailor to president. For mountain anti -Confederates who 
bel ieved in the free labor ideology, like Alexander H. Jones, the president seemed the 
perfect role model. Johnson personi fied Jones ' s idea l society "where the most humble 
ci tizen . . . through their industry, integrity and merit" could "share an equal chance, when 
qualified, to stand at the helm of State."IO Again , such rhetoric appealed to lower c lass 
anti -Confederates considering their suffering after the war. 
Physica l vio lence underscored the emerging political reali gnments. Wartime civi l 
governments di sintegrated and local officeholders became subject to army officers. In 
western North Carolina, the few scattered military posts failed to effectively monitor the 
behav ior of returning Confederate and Uni on so ldiers. The guerrill a war that plagued the 
moun tains left many mountaineers wan ting revenge. Much like the rest of the South , 
return ing troops sparked numerous minor outbursts. Continued waJ1ime animosity 
convinced at least one Buncombe County residen t that widespread vio lence was 
inevitable. I I Robert Vance wrote his brother Zebulon, the fo rmer Confederate governor, 
9 See Will iam Pickens to Andrew Johnson. August 20. 1865 . Holden Governor s Papers. NCDAH. 
10 Raleigh Daily Prog ress. October 2 1. 1865. pg. 2. 
" Will iam Pickens to William W. Holden, August 17, 1865, Holden Governor s Papers, NCDAH. 
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on July 12, 1865, that the returning Federals "behaved badly.,,' 2 According to one 
Raleigh newspaper, returning members of Union Colonel George W. Kirk 's command, 
deserters , and other lawless elements provoked frequent trouble in Madison, Henderson, 
Watauga, Wilkes, Alleghany, and Buncombe Counties. ' 3 Nor did returning Unionists 
present a singular threat. Buncombe County resident Marion Roberts, a former surgeon 
in Kirk' s 3,d North Carolina Mounted Infantry Regiment, blamed the former 
Confederates for heightened tensions. Roberts asserted that Union veterans exercised "a 
great deal of magnanimity and respect towards the Confederate Soldiers and Citizens of 
thi s Country." Their good will, Roberts argued, stood in stark contrast to "the most 
inhumane treatment and unpardonable insults" heaped upon the returning Federals by the 
former Rebels ." 
Local authorities were powerless to prevent such violent outbursts, the worst of 
which occurred in Hendersonville. In August 1865, Unionists gathered in Hendersonville 
10 receive the amnesty oath . As the Unionisls congregated in what was likely their first 
public assembly since the war began, a number of Confederate supporters gathered 
12 Robert B. Vance 10 Zebulon B. Vance. July 12. 1865 . McKinney and McMurry. eds., Th e 
Papers ol Zebllloll Vallee. reel 4. Robert Brank Vance ( 1828-99) , born 10 a well -respecled Buncombe 
Counly famil y, admired Henry Clay and was an ardent prewar Whig. When the war came. Vance cast his 
lot with the South. He first commanded the "Buncombe Life Guards" and eventuall y rose to Brigadier 
General in charge of ensl Tennessee and western North Carolina. Robert Vance was elected as a Democrat 
10 a seat in Congress in 1872. Powell. ed., Dictiollary olNorth Caroli,,,, Biography. VI. 83-4 ; and Ezra J. 
Warner, Generals ill Gray: Lives a/Confederate Commanders (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press. (959). 31 3-4. 
Il Dan T . Carter. Wh ell the War Was Over, 10-2; Raleigh Daily Selltillel. September 2 1. 1865. pg. 
2. 
14 Marion Roberts to Thaddeus Stevens. May 15. 1866, in James A. Padgett. ed .• "Letters to 
Thaddeus Stevens. Part I," North Carolilla Historical Review 18. no . 1 (January 1941 ): 190; and McGee. 
"North Carolina Conservatives and Reconstruction," 154-5. 
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around them. Danie l Case, an older Unioni st, provided the spark that ignited thi s 
explosive political environment. Observing the assembled onlookers, Case said, "There 
is a Reb; give him a licking." Soon three men attacked the bystander with their walking 
sticks. When the victim retaliated, a general melee ensued. Armed men from both sides 
menaced the townspeople for the rest of the day. A few rioters even entered the room of 
a bedridden woman and threatened to kill her husband. The mob blatantl y di sobeyed and 
intimidated the local o ffi cials, who could do nothing to stop them. IS 
Reorganizing the state constitution served as a first step toward restoring order. 
As mandated in the proc lamation appointing him prov isional governor, Holden called a 
state convention to implement Johnson's requirements for reunion. The convention 
convened October 2 with a di stinctl y anti -Confederate fl avor. Few ori ginal secessioni sts 
or prominent Confederate leaders intermixed with a large number of former Union-
Wh igs and peace movement members among the state representati ves. Secession was the 
first issue di scussed, and after potenti all y divi sive debate the delegates reached a 
compromi se rescinding the ordinance. With secession repealed, the members turned to 
emancipation. Northern journali st Sidney Andrews, who attended the convention, noted 
that the representati ves handled the matter wi th little acrimony. During the roll call vote, 
" Jesse Parker Bogue. Jr .. "Violence and Oppression in North Carolina During Reconstruclion 
1865- 1873." (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertalion. UniversilY of Maryland . 1973). 5 1-2; Olsen and McGrew. 
eds .. "The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash. Part II ," 209- 10; Henderson CounlY Pelition 10 
Provisional Governor Holden. November 1865 , Holden Governors' Papers, NCDAH; and loG. de Roulhac 
Hamillon. ed .. Th e Correspolldellce of JOllathall 1V0nh (Raleigh: North Carolina Hislorical Commission. 2 
volumes. 1909), 1,60 I. 
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on ly William Baker of Ashe County voiced his disapproval. But when Baker reali zed no 
one shared hi s opposition, he changed hi s vote to the affirmalive. 16 Baker's indecision 
foreshadowed the response in the western part of the state. When these issues reached 
the people via referendum that fall, western Carolinians overwhelmingly approved the 
nullification of secession and emancipation. Abolition 's electoral vi ctory hides the 
complexity of the contest in the western counties and the state. Macon County narrowly 
accepted emancipation by eighteen votes, while black freedom received a mere sixteen-
VOle edge in Cherokee and Clay counties. Wilkes County, a traditional Unionist 
stronghold, approved the measure but tallied nearly one tenth of the entire state's 
negative vote (See Table 6).17 Most mountaineers expressed thei r di sapproval simply by 
not participating. Only 5,175 western res idents participated in the referendum as opposed 
to the 10,7 11 ballots cast in the 1864 gubernatori al e lection. Such a dramatic dec line 
c learl y shows the opposition to both issues, particularl y abolition. The fact that 
emancipation passed showed mountaineers' acceptance. not necessari ly their approval. 
Despite thei r association with the northern forces that destroyed slavery, the an ti -
Confederates' sympathies rested with the majority of mountain whites who opposed any 
change in African Ameri cans' status. Although the Conservatives are often depicted as 
16 J.O. de Roulhac Hami lton. Recollstructioll ill North Carolilla (New York: Columbia Uni versi ty. 
1914; Studies in History. Economics and Public Law series edi ted by Ihe Faculty of Political Science of 
Columbia Universi ty. Vol. 58. no. 141 ), 120-6; and Sidney Andrews. The Sow" Sillce the War: As Showli 
by FOllrteell Weeks o/Travel alld Observatioll ill Georgia alld the Carolillas (BoslOn: Ticknor and Fields. 
1866; reprinl, New York: Arno Press and the New York Times. 1969). 156 (page ci tations are to the reprint 
edition) . 
17 North Carolina Daily Stalldard. December 28, 1865. pg 3. 
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Table 6. Abolishing Slavery and Rescinding Secession Referendum Election Resuhs, 1865 
County Abolition Rescind Secession 
For Agai nst For Against 
Alleghany 48 6 133 
Ashe 36 1 5 134 4 
Buncombe 435 42 434 18 
Burke 396 2 398 0 
Caldwell 194 3 204 8 
Cherokee and Clay 53 37 297 5 
Haywood 26 1 18 243 18 
Ilenderson and Transylvania 558 0 563 0 
Jackson 117 8 102 1 
Macon 52 34 67 15 
Madison 278 0 278 0 
McDowell 197 9 196 5 
Rutherford and Polk 658 II 635 II 
Watauga 144 9 2 15 6 
Wi lkes 705 302 
Yancey and Mitchell 274 0 274 0 
Total 473 1 444 4 173 102 
Percentages 91.4 8.6 97.6 2.4 
SOURCE: Ra leigh Daily Standard. December 28, 1865. pg. 3: R.D.W. Connor. cd .. A Manllal oJ NOrlh Carolina ;ulled by lilt' 
Nor,h Carolmu /-li,wfJncal C(Jlflltli.u;onj'" lilt! liSt! of Mtmbffl' offill! Gellt'I'OII\.IM.'lIIbly Sel,I;'''' /91 J {Raleigh: E.M . UncI! & Co .. 
19 13). 1013·5. 
the strongest opponents of increased black civil ri ghts, the most devout Unioni sts in 
Appalachi an North Carolina also resisted such changes. Anti-Confederate leader 
Willi am Holden attempted to divorce the state's Unionists from the nati onal Radical 
Republicans' platform of racial equality. He ranked "unquali fied opposition to what is 
call ed negro suffrage" as a fundamental characteri sti c of southern Unionism. IS Black 
liberty, Ho lden argued, could onl y be earned graduall y through hard work , temperance, 
11 Quoted in Foner. Reconstructioll . 189. 
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and thrift , not by government edict. 19 White mountain Unionists agreed. Lower class 
whites' commitment to slavery forbid their sanctioning emancipation. Like all 
southerners, they believed slavery the proper social position for the inferior African 
Americans. Perhaps some also recognized that slavery's end jeopardized their own 
position of independence. Perhaps they recognized that they stood a chance of falling 
into a new southern working class . Whatever their rationale, ardent mountain Unionists 
found emancipation distasteful. Even Alexander H. Jones, who shared the North 's free 
labor ideology, encouraged the freedmen ' s removal through colonization "at the earliest 
practicable period. ,,20 
Once in office Holden attempted to develop a viable political party through 
pardons and patronage that would keep him in power past his provisional term. Anti-
Confederates never amounted to a majority of the population. Also, due to the diversity 
within the coalition itself, Holden had to adopt a moderate course. In order to appeal to 
all anti -Confederates, Holden had to define Unionist broadly to include anyone that 
renounced the Confederacy by 1864. Still , Holden went further. Seeking to ameliorate 
relations with hi s former Democratic colleagues, he also appea led to the defeated origina l 
secessionists. Overtures towards the ex-secessioni sts alarmed the strait-sect Unioni sts, 
who formed the backbone of the anti -Confederate coalition. Watauga County Unioni sts, 
I. James L. Lancaster, '1'he Scalawags of North Carolina. 1850-1868." (Ph.D. diss .. Princelon 
Uni versily. 1974).63 . 81; Horace W. Raper. ed .. Th e Papers of William Woods Holdell . / 84/ - /868 
(Raleigh: North Carolina Division of Archives and History. 2000). 189-90; and William C. Harris. William 
Woods Holdell : Firebralld of North Carolilla Politics (Balon Rouge: Louisiana State University Press. 
1987). 169. 
20 Raleigh Daily Progress. October 2 1. 1865. pg. 2. 
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rallying for the removal of a justice of the peace who had avoided active military service 
and sided with former Confederates in the 1865 state convention, criticized Holden for 
recognizing the old slaveholding regime. 21 
Conservatives' unwillingness to accept responsibility for their role in the war 
convinced Holden that he could not trust his former political allies. Consequently, 
Holden used his access to the president to impede their pardons. He refused to forward 
many Conservatives' application for pardon, or he advised the president to reject them. 
Johnson required that all postwar officeholders be able to swear total allegiance to the 
Union. If one could not prove their consistent loyalty during the war, then they could 
onl y hold office if pardoned by the president. Withholding of that pardon denied many 
Conservatives the chance to regain political office. Over three hundred unsent pardon 
applications, including those of many western North Carolinians opposed to Holden, 
piled up in the governor's office. While working to frustrate the Conservatives, he used 
hi s influence over the president's amnesty declarations to lure the subdued secessionists 
into hi s new coalition. The failure of hi s conciliatory efforts resurrected antebellum 
pal1isanship and further embittered postwar politics22 
Local governmental offices were primary points of confli ct between the anti -
Confederates and the Conservatives. After the war, Holden had the opportunity to 
21 Calvin J. Cowles 10 Holden, Seplember 4, 1865, Holden Governor's Papers, NCDAH. 
22 Carter, When The WlIr Was Over, 48·52; Hamilton, Reconstruction in North Carolina , 112· 3: 
James Lawrence Lancaster, "The Scalawags of North Carolina. 1850·1868", 68 ,70.77; and Harris, Willialll 
Woods Holden, 159·60, 181 ·5. Burgess S. Gaither of Burke County was among many whose pardon 
Holden delayed. Despite submitting an application twice, Gaither never received a reply. LG. de Roulhac 
Hamilton, ed., The Correspollt/fliCe of JOllathall Worrh, I, 476·7. 
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appoint new local officials, including the justices of the peace who held the bulk of the 
power at the lowest level of authority. Whichever party controlled those offices, 
commanded the county. Lower class Unionists hoped to receive the bulk of these 
appoin tments , but Holden's attempts to appeal to contradictory forces led to the 
appoi ntments of some local officials politically opposed to the provisional governor.23 
One such appointment occurred in Buncombe County where Holden assigned former 
Whig Augustus S. Merrimon the task of reorganizing the county government.24 
Complaints from Unionists in western North Carolina over Merrimon's choices arrived in 
Holden's office shortl y thereafter. Provisional Justice of the Peace Willi am Pickens of 
Buncombe County informed Holden that the election of "those who abandoned thi s 
Union for which we fought cannot Reconstruct it.,, 25 Infuriated that once a former Rebel 
took the amnesty oath "he stands as high as I who have Fought that Tigar Secess ion from 
hi s first Angry growl," Pickens asked Holden to clarify whether loyalty originated before 
23 Paul D. Escoll. MallY Excellent People: Power alld Privilege ill North ClIl'olilla . 1850-1900 
(Chapel Hill : The Universi ty of North Carolina Press, 1985). 15. 19; Lancaster. "The Scalawags of North 
Carolina." 134; Harris. William Woods Holdell. 170- 1. 
24 In the mailer of the reorganization of the Provisional County Coun for Buncombe County, Jul y 
20. 1865. Holden Governor's Papers. NCDAH. Augustus Summerfield Merrimon ( 1830-92) grew up 
outside Asheville. He held various public offi ces before and during the Civi l War. After a shon sti nt with 
the Confederate army. he became solicitor in the mountainous 8th District where he struggled to maintain 
the supremacy of the civil authority. After the war, Merrimon became increasingly innuential as a 
Conservative politician and judge serving in the United States Senate and as North Carolina Supreme Coun 
Chief Justice. Powell. ed ., Dictiollary o[North Carolilla Biography. IV. 258-9. 
" William Pickens to William Holden, August 17, 1865. Holden Governor's Papers. NCDAH. 
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Table 7. Gubernatorial Election Results in Western North Carolina Counties. 1865 
County Jonathan Worth William Holden 
(Conservative) (anti-Confederate) 
Alleghany 39 26 1 
Ashe 284 472 
Buncombe 424 568 
Burke 2 18 434 
Caldwell 238 25 1 
Cherokee and Clay 24 1 305 
Haywood 282 302 
Henderson and Transylvania 240 658 
Jackson 167 276 
Macon 188 99 
Madison 29 456 
McDowell 258 270 
Rutherford and Polk 136 558 
Watauga 287 2 11 
Wilkes 283 883 
Yancey and Mitchell 11 9 553 
Total 3433 6557 
Percentages 34.4 65 .6 
State Totals: Worth. 3161 6: Holden. 257()4. 
SOURCE' Raleigh Daily Sumdard. December I J. 1865 . pg. 2: Connor. North Cam/",a Mlml/af. 999· 1000. 
or after the war. 26 Almost rhetori ca lly, Pickens inquired if a si mple oath could "qualify & 
prepare them [Conservatives] to Rule US.,,27 
In spi te of strait-sect Unionists' compl aints, western North Carolina gave Holden 
an e lecti ve majority on November 9, 1865 (See Table 7). Anti-Confederates were drawn 
to Ho lden's peace movement leadership, but much of Holden' s mountai n support also 
derived from the rank-and-file anti -Confederates' opposition to the rival candidate. 
Holden's opponent, Jonathan Worth , ran as the Conservative party candidate with the 
backing of the state 's former slaveholding class. Lingering animosi ty from the brutal 
partisan conflict in the mountains made the prospect of restoring the wartime leadership 
26 William Pickens to Will iam W. Holden. August 16, 1865. Holden Governor's Papers. NCDAH. 
27 William Pickens to Andrew Johnson. August 20. 1865. Holden Governor's Papers. NCDAH. 
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to power unpalatable for anti-Confederates in western NOIth Carolina. The fOIlTler 
slaveholding class's support placed the consistent Unionists squarely behind Holden as 
the alternative to Conservative rule. Speaking for many mountain Unionists, Alexander 
H. Jones insisted it was illogical to reinstate fOIlTler Confederate leaders "who plied their 
vocations to this end [disunion) while holding offices in the Government of the United 
States prior to the war. ,,28 
Anti-Confederate campaign rhetoric claiming that Washington officials would 
di sallow Worth 's election also swayed mountain voters. Just weeks before the election, 
Holden's North Carolina Standard trumpeted, "W.W. Holden and Go Back to the Union , 
or Jonathan Worth and Stay Out of the Union .,,29 This bombastic statement also reflected 
western North Carolina Conservatives' personal understanding of the situation . Mountain 
Conservatives could find little reason to believe that President Johnson would break from 
hi s provisional governor. Macon County lawyer Allen T . Davidson seethed over hi s 
inability to do anything " but li ck my chops, and gri t my teeth and long to get at them 
[Holden and the anti -Confederates) ." Worth's defeat seemed so likel y to Davidson that 
he concluded " it is a foregone conclusion that Holden must be elected Gov. for the 
present without a fight.,, 3o 
" Jones, Kllocking at til e Door. 36-7. 
19 Nortll Caro/illa Standard, October 2 1. 1865. quoted in Hamilton. ReCollstrllc/ioll ill Nortll 
Caro/illa . 136. 
JO Allen T. Davidson to Zebulon B . Vance, October 22. 1865. in McKinney and McMurry. eds .. 
Til e Papers o/Zebu/oll Vance. reel 4. 
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Low voter turnout shows that the silent mountain Conservative majority shared 
Davidson's sense of helplessness. According to Augustus Merrimon in Asheville, the 
low turnout was due to the fact that "the people did not want to vote for Holden, and 
many never heard of Worth." In Rutherford County, similar apathy existed amongst the 
voters 3 1 All told, total voter participation dropped more than three thousand voters 
compared to the 1860 presidential contest. But Holden was mistaken. Johnson never 
intended Holden's election as a prerequisite for readmission , and Worth and the 
Conservatives' decisive statewide victory stood. Conservatives' abstention may also have 
contributed to the victory of A.H. Jones, the only man in the state's congressional 
delegation that could take the ironclad oathn 
Worth's statewide victory demonstrated the weakness of the anti -Confederates' 
policy of accepting northern terms for reunion outside of the mountains. Rather than 
foster cooperation , the perception of hav ing a choice to follow the president's plan 
probably bolstered resistance to government programs in southerners. Like whites 
throughout the South, white western North Carolini ans likely hesitated to accommodate 
Johnson out of fear that one concession would trigger an endless li st of northern 
demands. A majority of North Carolinians decided that it would be better to max imize 
Jl Max R. Williams, ed ., Papers of William A. Graham (Rateigh : North Carolina Division of 
Archives and History. 8 vols., 1976) , VI. 441 , 451. 
J2 Richard L. Zuber. Jonathan Worth : A Biography of a SOllthem Unionist (Chapel Hill : The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1965).206·8; and McGee. "North Carolina Conservatives and 
Reconstruction," 119. As an indicator of the makeup of the new state government, the state legislature 
considered former Confederate Senator William A. Graham and Governor Zebulon Vance for the United 
States Senate. 
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their restricted autonomy to elect Conservatives opposed to change than risk further 
federal interference33 
Worth 's defeat in the mountains, however, further convinced local Conservatives 
that the anti-Confederates were disloyal. To redeem the region , they began a legal 
campaign to punish western North Carolina Unionists. Soon after assuming the 
governor's chair, a tidal wave of Unionist pleas, many of them from lower class western 
North Carolinians, for relief nooded Worth's office. Requests for a full pardon of Daniel 
Case, the twice-convicted instigator of the Hendersonville riot, were among the throng of 
applications. The previous November, twenty-seven Hendersonville residents petitioned 
for Case's absolution because his family depended on his labor for survival. 34 Provisional 
Governor Holden issued a full pardon in December 1865. Undaunted, Conservatives 
repeatedly punished the upstart for hi s part in the ri ot. Anti-Confederate State Senator 
Gash and others in Henderson County supported the petitions, but the Worth balked. The 
governor responded that he could find no grounds to pardon Case for hi s ro le in "one of 
the most outrageous riots I have ever heard of in North Carolina.,,35 
Worth rejected Case's pardon largely because innuential mountain Conservati ves 
opposed it. Even worse, Case and hi s supporters, according to one Conservati ve victim 
of the riot, consisted of "radicals, robbers, and ' bushwhackers.'" Just the type of men the 
J3 Zuber. Worth . 206-8; and Michael Perman. Relln ion Withollt COII/proll/ ise. 6-7. 83-8, 101 -3. 
}4 Henderson County Petition to Provisional Governor Holden. November 1865. Holden 
Governor's Papers, NCDAH. 
" Olsen and McGrew. eds., "The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash. Part II. " 2 10; and J.G. 
de Roulhac Hamilton. ed .. The Correspondell ce oj Jonathan Worth (Raleigh : North Carolina Historical 
Commission, 2 volumes, 1909). 11 , 68 1. 
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mountain Conservati ves held responsible for Confederate defeat. The presiding j udge, 
Augustus S. Merrimon, told the governor that the onl y way to justi fy Case ' s pardon was 
to aid hi s poor famil y. But the Conservatives could not pass on an opportunity to punish 
Case, whose family included several Union army veterans. Ignoring the fact that Holden 
granted a pardon on the exact grounds he stated, the judge sardonicall y proposed that the 
state legislature extend amnesty in similar crimes committed before Jul y 1865 (the 
Hendersonville riot occurred in August). More indicati ve of hi s political moti ves, the 
governor neglected to employ similarly ri gorous standards to petiti ons on behalf of fe llow 
Conservatives guilty of attacks on anti -Confederates. He unceremoniously pardoned 
Joseph Bryson for an assault on Leander Sams Gash in 1863. Both Bryson and Case's 
crimes ori ginated in the wartime divi sions of western North Carolina and the men shared 
simi lar social rank. Yet, in dea ling with Uni onists mountain Conservati ves wanted no 
quarter. Concerning Case, whose family fo ught agai nst the Confederacy, the governor 
overlooked double jeopardy, ignored Holden's pardon, and gathered sufficient po litical 
evidence to pun ish him36 
Most of the petiti ons rejected in thi s fashion were from lower class white 
Unioni sts who committed crimes against the Confederacy. Judge Merrimon also blocked 
appli cati ons in favo r of Will iam and J.K. Ledfo rd of Clay County charged with assaul t 
and battery. Both men clai med their victims provoked them by insulting Union Colonel 
George Kirk and the martyred Abraham Lincoln . As loyal Union men, the Ledfords 
could not allow thi s transgression. Although the Ledfords were not without guilt, neither 
36 Olsen and McGrew. eds .. "The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash, Part II ," 208-9. 
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was the court that convicted them. Former Confederate colonel turned solicitor David 
Coleman , who also prosecuted Daniel Case, had himself purportedly called Kirk "a sorry 
fellow ... only fit to go around and rob old women's chickens [sic) roost." )? 
Coleman soon became an issue himself. His professional conduct angered anti-
Confederates, but the solicitor was unconcerned. Like most mountain Conservatives, 
Coleman held the Unionists and their political allies in the lowest regard. Charges from 
such base and disloyal men held no weight to him, and Coleman dismissed the aspersions 
out of hand. In hi s defense, Coleman proclaimed that only men of bad character 
"indicted for crimes or grave misdemeanors" deride the conduct of the courts. Solicitor 
Coleman's chief example of such unfit men was the staunch Unionist, A. H. Jones who 
had recruited Union so ldiers and deserted from the Confederate army. In spite of proof 
that the Ledfords ' prosecutor harbored hostility to the men 's former commanding officer 
(and their United States service by extension), Worth maintained that they received a fair 
tlial. 38 
J7 Clay Counly Pelilion 10 Jonalhan Worth. April 22. 1866. Augustus Merrimon to Worth. June 7. 
1866. Governor Worth Leller Books. NCDAH. George Kirk ( 1837- 1905) of Greene County. Tennessee 
gained an infamous reputation in western North Carolina as a Federal colonel. Considered a 
"bushwhacker" by Confederates. Kirk led a series o f raids into the Carolina mountains between 1864 and 
1865 . John G. Barrell. Th. Civil IVar ill North Cora/ilia (Chapel Hill : The University o f North Caro lina 
Press. 1963).233-7, 350n, 364n. 391 -2; Arthur. IVestem North Cora/ilia . 627n. David Coleman ( 1824-
1883) of Buncombe County was a nephew of former governor and University o f North Carolina president 
David L. Swain. He spent some time at the state university and graduated from the Naval Academy in 
Annapolis. After retiring from the navy he became a lawyer. An ardent secessionist. he rose to command 
the 39'" North Carolina regiment in the Confederate army. Following the war. he resumed his legal 
practice. Arthur. IVestem North Carolilla , 403-4. 
38 Hamilton. Correspolldellce oj JOllathall IVorth. 1. 597-8. 601 -4. Fo r a full account o f A.H. 
Jones's wartime activities. see Jones. Knocking at til e Door. 
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With the Conservatives entrenching at every level of power in the state, they were 
able to use the legal system against their opponents. In western North Carolina, where 
anti-Confederates constituted a vocal minority of the population, Conservati ves 
repressive tactics generated greater scrutiny. Mountain Unionists did not hesitate to take 
thei r stori es of oppression directl y to the highest levels of government. Marion Roberts, 
of Buncombe County who served under Kirk, informed Radical Republican 
Congressman Thaddeus Stevens that North Carolina' s state offi cials " from Governor 
down to magistrate and town Constable are fill ed almost entirely by ori ginal 
Secessioni sts and 'Aristocratic Submissionist' [sic] who held Rebel offi ces." To make 
matters worse, Roberts claimed that Conservati ves compri sed a majority of both the 
county and superior court grand juries weighing the evidence. Those Conservati ves 
turned the legal system against "all union men for any and every offence that they may 
have been Compelled to Commit against the Statutes of the State, either in the Capacities 
of Ci tizens or Soldiers during the war." Roberts cited a wartime recruiting expedition 
that confiscated guns issued by Confederate scouts to local residents. Although such 
action fe ll within the confines of military duty, the Conservati ves prosecuted the Union 
recruiters after the war for forcibl y confisca ting arms from pri vate c iti zens. T he fact that 
transgressions by Confederate soldiers went unpunished infuriated Roberts. Confederate 
partisans, he compl ained to Stevens, went "about unmolested and are even protected by 
State Legislation and are spoken of as being the ' ri ght kind of men ... ,39 
39 Marion Roberts to Thaddeus Stevens. May 15. 1866. in James A. Padgett. ed .. "Letters to 
Thaddeus Stevens. Part 1." North Carolina Hisrorical Review 18. no. 1 (January 194 1): 188-90. 
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Addressing affairs in Watauga, Caldwell, and Burke counties, Federal Major 
Francis Wolcott noted that conditions for Unionists were indeed bleak. Wolcott reported 
that Unionists were victimized by "malicious persecutions." The major also informed his 
superiors that Unionists had simply given up. William P. Bynum, solicitor of the seventh 
judicial di strict, immediately protested Wolcott's findings. Bynum insisted the civil 
judges were unaffected by lingering wartime bitterness. Order would be quickly 
reestablished, Bynum contended, if the federal government and military left the state to 
its own means. His refutation of the military investigation confirming persecution 
convinced Worth that the Unionists' stories were fabrications.4o The governor believed 
the petitions represented false accusations manufactured by Holden and hi s allies as part 
of a conspiracy to overthrow hi s government. Worth believed the anti-Confederates 
would use whatever means necessary to return North Carolina to a military government4 ] 
Western Carolina Unionists revived secret wartime organizations to combat their 
Conservative opponents and the state lega l apparatus. Early in the summer of 1866, 
Judge Merrimon categorized the Heroes of America, or "Red Strings," as a lawless 
element, consisting mostly of deserters and vengefu l Unionists siding with the northern 
4() Hamilton. Tire Correspolldellce of JOllathall 1V0rth, II. 725-30. William Preston Bynum (1820-
1909). jurist, prosecutor. lawyer. was born in Stokes County. Admitted to the bar in Rutherford County 
after studyi ng law with State Chief Justice Richmond M. Pearson. Bynum moved to Lincoln County where 
he marr ied the sister o f State Supreme Court Justice William M. Shipp. In spite of hi s opposition to 
secession. Bynum served in the 2"" North Carolina Regi ment until appointed solici tor of7" Judicial District 
in March 1863. Bynum's public career culminated with an appointment to the State Supreme Court in 
1873 . Powell . ed .• Dictiollary of North Caro[i,1Q Biography. I. 294-5 . 
" Hamilton. Th e Correspolldellce of JOllathall 1V0rth. 11.697. 
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Radical Republicans.42 State agent William Mason infonned Worth that in several of the 
north western counties the Red Strings constituted a majority of the white population. Its 
members vowed to support the United States Constitution , warn each other of 
approaching danger, and bring those who wronged their fellow Heroes to justi ce. 
Although the Unionists resun'ected these groups primarily for sel f-defense, its secrecy, 
wartime actions, and exclusivity alarmed local Conservatives. Fonner Confederate 
soldiers and supporters felt encircled by the Red Strings and went so far as to create 
militia cavalry units to combat them. Mason reminded the residents in the counties he 
visited that adherence to the civil authorities and courts was the only way to restore 
order4 3 Of course, Conservative control over the courts meant that Mason actuall y 
counseled anti -Confederates to concede to Conservative rule. 
What concerned the Conservati ves most were these organizations' political 
agendas . The Heroes' commitment to electing the predominantly anti -Confederates to 
public office drove a wedge between their mostl y lower class supporters and the former 
slaveholding elite reconsolidating their control. Nor was the Conservati ves' fear 
unfo unded. During the war, the Heroes probab ly assisted G.W. Logan's successful peace 
campaign for the Confederate Congress. Wartime political di visions conti nued to shape 
postwar soc ial re lations. In a second investigation of affairs in northwestern North 
Carolina, Major Francis Wolcott witnessed how politics infected local churches and other 
42 Augustus Merr imon to Jonathan Worth, June 7. 1866, Governor Worth's Letter Books. 
NCDAH. 
43 A.C. Bryan to John C. Robinson. Jul y 10. 1866: Will iam Mason to Jonathan Worth, August 17 , 
1866. Governor Worth 's Letter Books. NCDAH. 
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social institut ions. Pro-Confederate mini sters, many of whom Wolcott classified as 
disloyal, denounced the Red Strings in thei r sermons and even threatened members of the 
order with e)(pulsion.44 Wolcott ' s report convinced Worth that "the secret organization 
commonl y called 'Red Strings' is being generall y rev ised in thi s state to favor the Radical 
Congress and frustrate the po licy of the President. ,,45 Sati sfied that the anti -Confederates 
used e)( tralegal tactics to obstruct Johnson's policy that favored the Conservati ves, Worth 
and the Conservatives fe lt j ustified in repressing them. 
The Conservative party's e lectoral victori es and power convi nced Holden that 
restoration to the Union was no longer possible without social change. When the state 
constitutional convention drafted a document incl uding several democratic reforms ai med 
at c)( panding lower class whites' po litical participation, Holden felt North Caro lina had 
reached a turning point. While serving as prov isional governor Holden fo ught to 
preserve antebellum social mores. 1n 1865, Holden opposed any change to African 
Ameri cans' social position. He also tried to broader his appeal to include former 
secess ionists. Now as he looked back at hi s defeat in 1865 and e)(amined recent national 
legislation, Holden reali zed that internal reform must precede reunion and not fo llow it. 
In hi s mi nd, NOtt h Carolina now had to prove itself ready for reunion, whereas before he 
hoped for a speedy reuni fication. A Conservative victory over thi s constitution wou ld 
prove the continued rebelliousness of the state ' s rul ing party he argued, in which case 
Johnson should restore Holden as governor. But Johnson could not abandon the 
44 Francis Wolcott to John C. Robinson, August 16, 1866. Governor Worth's Letter Books, 
NCDAH. 
" Worth to W.P. Caldwell. September ?, 1866. Governor Worth's Leuer Books, NCDAH. 
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Conservati ve state government. The president had plans to organize a national 
Conservative party, in which southern Conservatives stood to playa critical role. Johnson 
si mpl y could not afford to risk ali enating them as hi s battles with Congress heated Up 46 
One national legislative act, the Freedmen 's Bureau ex tension bill , revealed 
growing cracks in Holden's anti-Confederate coalition. Suspense hung over the state 
legislature in the days leading up to the president 's offi cial response to the bill. When 
news arri ved that Johnson had rejected it, the Conservatives cheered the president's 
action. But so did many anti -Confederates. Leander Sams Gash, an upper class 
moderate anti-Confederate, joined hi s Conservati ve colleagues in celebration. The 
president's veto was the reali zation of "our fondest hopes" Gash wrote hi s wife . Gash 
resented the Bureau's continued interference with the state civil authoriti es that hindered 
local autonomy. For the most part, race was a not a political issue in western North 
Caro lina during Presidential Reconstruction. In the months fo llowing the Confede rate 
sunender, both Conservati ves and anti -Confederates moved to hold the freedpeople in a 
subservient social position. Now as the Bureau bi ll awaited congressional 
reconsideration, racial issues began filtering into western politics·7 
The proposed state constitution of 1866 offe red a chance fo r the anti -Confede rates 
10 regroup. Conservatives' fai lure to block the fo n-nation of a convention by not voting 
(and thereby denying the anti -Confederates the necessary percentage of popular 
.. Lancaster, "The Scalawags of North Carolina." 142-5. and LaWanda and John H. Cox. Politics. 
Prillciple. alld Prejudice. 1865- 1866: Dilemma oj Reconstructioll America (New York: Free Press. (963). 
31-3. 
" Olsen and McGrew. eds .. 'The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash. Part I," 69, 71 . 
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participation to call the convention) , gave their opponents' a tremendous representative 
advantage. Their domination of the convention allowed them to not only include the 
concessions demanded by President Johnson, but also attempt to redefine the state' s 
political structure in their favor. The most significant .change, the white basis of 
representation for the lower legislative house, favored western North Carolina .. Sought 
by upcountry delegates throughout the South in the postwar period, the white basis meant 
that the white population alone would determine representation in the state's lower 
legislative house. Previously, the state counted African American slaves as three-fifths of 
a person towards representation. Now with slavery destroyed and the freedpeople 
ignored completely, eastern North Carolina stood to lose a great deal of its representative 
power gained through counting the slaves.48 
Delegates ' adoption of the white basis created a more equitable di stribution of 
power in the state's po litical system between the whites of the eastern and the whites of 
the western counties. The exclusion of the large number of African Americans in the 
central and eastern parts of the state from the basis of representation fri ghtened state 
Conservati ves. They feared that empowering the region where the anti -Confederates 
were the strongest would increase their political power within the state and jeopardi ze the 
Conservatives' recent gains. To avoid such a shift , an alternate form of representation 
48 Hamilton, Recollstrllctioll ill North Carolilla , t72-3; Escott. MallY Excellellt People, 105; and 
Foner. Recollstrllctioll , 194-5. The proposed constitution also provided for the reduction of property 
qualifications for state offi ceho lders. the transition from appointive local positions to electi ve. and a stay 
law against the coliec tion of debts accrued from the war. See Lancaster. ''The Scalawags of North 
Caro lina." t41 -2. In 1860. only t5. t94 of western county residents were African American slaves 
compared to the 3t5,865 living in the rest o f the state. With emancipation. the rest o f the state stood to lose 
189,5 19 "people" or roughly 50.000 more than the total 1860 population of western North Caro lina. 
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based on aristocratic privilege was introduced. Based on the assumption that freedpeople 
needed representatives familiar with their needs, thi s countermeasure counted the African 
Americans, although it barred them from voting or holding office, toward the distribution 
of offices in the lower house. This way the wealthy former slaveholders would represent 
them in the government. The anti -Confederate majori ty defeated this counterproposal.49 
On August 2, 1866, over fort y thousand North Carolinians went to the poll s to 
voice their opinion on the new constitution. That over eighty-five percent of the 
mountain votes approved the constitution reflects not onl y the strength of the anti-
Confederates, but al so the bipartisan support for democratic reform in the mountains (See 
Table 8). Besides the white basis, the new constitution also made a majori ty of 
governmental offices, including powerful local positions, elective and generall y helped 
lay the groundwork for future changes. Hi storian Paul Escott argued that the battle over 
the 1866 constitution represented an attempt to define the extent of white democracy in 
North Carolina fo llowing the war. Since the anti -Confederates played such a prominent 
role in drafting the constitution, it seems logical that their mountai n supporters 
contributed a large proportion of the positive vote. In fact, the number of positi ve votes 
for the con tituti on paralleled the totals Holden earned in the 1865 gubernatorial e lection . 
Bul prominent mountain Conservatives, sensing a way to increase their own power, also 
endorsed the constitution. Northern journalist Sidney Andrews noted that only one 
representative, former Confederate colonel James R. Love of Jackson County, addressed 
49 Escott. MallY Excel/elll People. 105-6; and Hami lton, Recollstructioll i ll North Carolilla. 172-3. 
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Table 8. Constitution Referendum Election Results in Western North Carolina Counties. 1866 
County Accept Reject 
Alleghany 230 129 
Ashe 334 4 
Buncombe 360 256 
Burke 276 201 
Caldwell 354 37 
Cherokee 418 I 
Clay 223 2 
Henderson 41 7 38 
Jackson 230 32 
Macon 259 4 
Madison 213 19 
McDowell 285 35 
Mitchell 338 14 
Polk 290 30 
Rutherford 806 46 
Transylvania 148 26 
Watauga 190 7 
Wilkes 912 109 
Yancey 2 13 30 
Total 6496 1020 
Percentage 86.4 13.6 
Slate TOIa ls ~ 19.570 ilCCCpt: 21.552 reject 
NOTE: Haywcxxl County's returns were rejected due 10 their laic omvallo the stale capi tol. 
SOU RCE Raleigh Dwly S~'III11t!I , August 29. t 866. pg. 3: Connor, A Mmlllal for Nor/I, Carolina. 1016·8 
the convention on the issue. In a speech lasting roughly one hour, Love endorsed the 
white population as the basis of apportionment.50 
Following white North Carolinians' rejection of the constitution, the anti -
Confederates broke away from President Johnson. Holden redefined the anti -
Confederates' political platform to incorporate many of the democrati c reforms included 
in the aborted constitution. He endorsed the white basis of representation for the state 
legis lature, the end of property qualifications for public office, the protection of 
lO Escoll. Mall)' Excel/ellt People. 105. 109; Richard L. Zuber. North Carolilla Durillg 
Recoll structioll (Raleigh: North Carolina Department of Archi ves and History. 1969), 15; and Andrews. 
The South Sillce the War. 167. 
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homesteads from seizure for nonpayment of debts, and the popular election of state 
officials. The former provisional governor also reali zed that he could no longer hope for 
presidential intervention in state affairs. Without the president 's suppon, Holden needed 
to find another source of assistance to strengthen his coalition. Johnson's alignment with 
the Conservatives forced him to look to Congress for suppon. In an effon to earn 
congressional suppon, Holden publicly endorsed the Founeenth Amendment. In so 
doing, he placed himself squarely against Johnson and the state Conservatives.51 
With the summer referendum on the constitution past, the fall gubernatori al 
canvass foc used upon the acceptance or rejection of the Founeenth Amendment. 
Approved by Congress on June 13, 1866, the amendment offered equal protection under 
the law to all people born in the United States (except Native Americans) . The 
amendment also guarded agai nst voter discrimination by reducing each state's national 
representation in proponion to the number of qualified voters denied the ballot. Despite 
white Conservati ves' belief that thi s clause would lead to the enfranchi sement of black 
men, they found the amendment's third provision that di sfranchised all men whom 
voluntaril y aided the Confederacy most galling. They felt it si lenced the state 's most 
capable pubic officials. On the other end of the spectrum, Unionists interpreted it as a 
sign that the national government was finally going to reward their wanime sacrifi ces 
with political power.52 
'I Lancaster. "The Scalawags of North Caroli na," 146-8: and Harris. William Woods Holdell. 205-
6. 
12 Foner. Recollstructioll . 252-4. 256. 268-70. 
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Without Johnson's support, the anti-Confederates faced near insurmountab le odds. 
A decisive victory for the Conservatives, who vehemently opposed the amendment 
because it disfranchised former conditional Unionists , seemed likely. Conservative state 
legi slators scrutinized the amendment before the public. They argued that it legali zed 
miscegenation, destroyed the traditional relationship of the state to its citizens by 
expanding federal authority, and barred the most qualified men from political office. 
They also warned the people that northern demands were likely not to end with that 
amendment. Previous demands such as the approval of abolition and repudiation of 
secession had failed to quench northerners' thirst for concession.53 
The anti-Confederate coalition dissolved amidst the debate over the proposed 
amendment. Holden believed that North Carolina's last chance to avoid a harsher 
reconstruction policy rested on the amendment's ratifi cation. To gamer support fo r its 
adoption , he called a meeting of the state's "loyal" ci ti zens in Raleigh in September 1866. 
All fourteen delegates to the "convention," led by Holden, se lected moderate ex-Whig 
Alfred Dockery for governor on a platform grounded in support for the amendment. 
Although anti -Confederates chose Dockery in order to bridge differences within their 
ranks, Holden's steadfast commitment to the Fourteenth Amendment shattered the 
coalition . Many upper class and moderate anti -Confederates, such as Leander Sams 
Gash, became dissatisfied with the policy of appeasement. Gash personally could not 
condone the radical shift in social and political power embodied by this latest 
congressional measure. The amendment' s radical expansion of federal authority 
" Lancaster, "The Scalawags of North Carolina:' 157-8, 180-2. 
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convinced men like Gash that there was no appeasing the North. Fears of an endless 
string of northern demands converted many anti-Confederates to Conservatives in 
western North Carolina. Traditional anti -Confederate strongholds, such as Wilkes 
County, voted Conservative in opposition to the amendment.54 
As the Conservative ranks swelled, it became obvious to Jackson County 
Conservative James R. Love that " the people in mass will sustain the policy of President 
Johnson and the present constituted authorities on North Carolina.,,55 Still Johnson 's 
supporters were keenly aware that they could not shape national affairs .56 Ln North 
Carolina, however, they possessed significant influence. Reelecting the Conservative 
Worth became one attainable technique to help the embattled president. As such, Worth's 
substantial majority in the mountains represents highlanders' continued attachment to 
Andrew Johnson (See Table 9). Armed with a popular mandate against the Fourteenth 
Amendment , the Conservative-controlled state legislature defeated it easily57 
Political power was always the Unionists' goal and the Conservatives' vi ctoti es 
over the amendment and the constitution convinced many Unioni sts that drasti c measures 
were necessary to obtain that power. Following the failure of the all white anti-
" J.G. de Roulhac Hamihon. ed .. Th e Correspolld ... ce of JOllathall Worth Vol. I, 630. 
" James R. Love to Jonathan Worth . March 22. t866. Jonathan Worth Papers. NCDAH; Olsen 
and McGrew. cds. , "The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash, Part II. " 22 1.227; and Lancaster. "The 
Scalawags of North Carolina." 157-8. James Robert Love of Jackson County was a farmer and lawyer. 
Elected as a states' rights to the state legislature in 1860. he resigned to serve the Confederacy as colonel 
and aide to Governor John Ellis. He served in the 1865 state convention, and the state Senate in 1866 and 
1874. Olsen and McGrew. eds .. "The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash. Part II." 2 17 n35. 
,. Olsen and McGrew. eds .. "The Correspondence of Leander Sams Gash. Part I." 69, 7 1. 75. 
" Harris. William Woods Holdell . 2 10; Olsen and McGrew, cds., "The Correspondence of Leander 
Sams Gash, Part II ." 235-6. 
Table 9. Gubernatorial Election Results in Western North Carolina Counties. 1866 
County Jonathan Worth Alfred Dockery 
Alleghany 
Ashe 
Buncombe 
Burke 
Caldwell 
Cherokee 
Clay 
Haywood 
Henderson and Transyl vania 
Jackson 
Macon 
Mad ison 
McDowell 
Milchell 
Polk 
Rutherford 
W atauga 
Wi lkes 
Yancey 
Total 
Percenlage 
(Conservati ve) (Anti-Confederate) 
220 5 1 
51 2 199 
582 334 
577 56 
308 44 
299 147 
129 95 
378 207 
423 482 
404 28 
334 47 
27 1 49 
440 108 
11 6 153 
172 173 
382 648 
282 68 
530 462 
333 83 
6692 3434 
66.1 33.9 
SOU RCE: Raleigh Da;1..., SCflfint l. November 15. 1866. pg. 3: and Connor. A Marum/for North Carolina, 100 1·2. 
Confede rate coaliti on, Un ioni sts reali zed that their road to political power necessaril y 
incl uded Afri can Ameri can suffrage. For the bulk of the postwar peri od, Alexander H. 
Jones opposed black equality. But the restorati on to power of the fo rmer slaveowning 
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class through the Conservative party changed Jones's mind. Once he backed away from 
the deportation of the freedmen, Jones vowed that the state should "provide laws to 
secure them in person, property and lawful pursuits, and to encourage them to honesty, 
industry and morality."s8 The defeat of the constitution and amendment pushed Jones 
further. In a letter to Thaddeus Stevens, Jones admitted mountain Unionists' need fo r 
black suffrage. He approved of a bill introduced by Stevens because it di sfranchised 
" Jones. Kllockillg at the Door, 36. 
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former Confederates and "allows the freedmen to vote without qualification."S9 Jones 
reali zed that the Unionists had lost their bid for political power. African Americans 
could tum the tide, and Jones cast aside his prejudice to obtain it. 
In the immediate postwar period, western North Carolina' s former ruling class 
regained its traditional position of authority. Former slaveholders, through the 
Conservative party, dominated all levels of the state government. Clearly they had 
defeated the Unionists ' efforts to claim political power for themselves . Much of thi s 
struggle ignored the race card, often played by the former slaveholding class to political 
advantage. Yet, in western North Carolina and the rest of the state a shared belief 
amongst white anti-Confederates and Conservatives that blacks should remain 
subservient laborers isolated the freedpeople politically following the war. Without 
bl acks factored into the political equation. mountain whites could divide knowing that the 
Afri can Americans could not align with one white faction against the other. 
This also allowed the former slaveholders to tum their full po litical attack on the 
predominantly lower class anti -Confederates. Unionists' loyalty to the United States 
convinced the Conservatives that they were men of bad character. After all , many of 
them rai sed arms against their region , their state, and their community. Unionists that did 
not serve in the federal army became guerrillas or otherwise subverted the Confederacy . 
Wealthy Conservatives, who devoted themselves to the cause, persecuted Unionists for 
their wartime crimes, whether in the service of the United States or not. Ultimately, the 
'9 A.H. Jones to Thaddeus Stevens. January 4. 1867. in Padgett . ed .. "Letters to Thaddeus Stevens. 
Part I." 192 . 
defeated Uni onists would become the "radicals" their enemies always believed. 
Desperate to overthrow the Conservati ves who led them through a destructi ve war and 
avenge the persecutions against them, white mountain Unionists turned to their black 
neighbors for help. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE STRUGGLE OVER BLACK FREEDOM IN THE MOUNTAINS 
Defeat forced southern whites to come to terms with slavery's demise. The labor 
system that had girded the South 's economy and defined social relations was gone, but 
white southerners tried to recreate slavery in a new gui se, always looking for ways to 
control black labor. Whites across the South, including those in western North Carolina, 
needed blacks as laborers. Although Appalachian North Carolina did not experi ence a 
labor cri sis following the war comparable to that in the plantation belt, white 
mountaineers tri ed to keep blacks in a subservient labor status. To that end, mountai n 
whites utili zed the legal system, labor contracts, and, at times, violence to preserve 
African Americans in that role. 
Still black mountaineers were more than passive objects acted upon by opposing 
whites during the transition to a post-slavery world. Despite compri sing a distinct 
minority of the mountain population , African American highlanders were acti ve 
participants in the definiti on of their freedom during Presidential Reconstruction. With 
the substantial aid of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands (or 
Freedmen' s Bureau), freedmen in the mountains adopted policies aimed at max imizing 
their freedom, which demonstrated their political acumen. In the first year after the war, 
they attempted to curry white favor in the hope that conciliation would allev iate whi te 
fears of free blacks. When that policy failed , African American highlanders took matters 
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into their own hands . They used whites' need for labor to force a compromise garnering 
them beller working conditions and more control over both the pace of work and their 
famili es. Efforts to define freedom revealed black mountaineers' deep commitment to 
overcoming whites' traditional control over their labor and lives during Presidential 
Reconstruction . 
Freedom possessed a variety of meanings for black highlanders. Some defined it 
as full equality, while others viewed it simply in economic terms. All freedmen , 
however, recognized abolition as an escape from the real and symbolic authority of 
whites. For many that meant leaving their master's farm behind, but the majority, like 
Sarah Gudger of McDowell County, remained. Throughout the South , freedmen 
hesitated to strike out on their own. They had witnessed other slaves severely beaten for 
asserting their freedom during the war. But they al so remained because they knew no 
other way of life. Sarah Gudger recalled her former owner's warning that freedom was 
useless without education . Most slaves were dependent upon their master for the 
necessities of life, and were unsure of the extent of their freedom . So, like Gudger, they 
stayed with their former owners until they beller understood their options. I 
Nevertheless, African American mountaineers exerci sed their freedom in spite of 
both passive and violent white opposition . A tradition of racial dominance and the 
1 Eric PoneTo ReCofistr/lctioll : America 's Unfinished Revolution (New York : Harper and Row, 
1988). 77-8 1; Roberta Sue Alexander, North Carolina Faces rhe Freedm en: Race Relarions During 
Presidenrial Reconstrucrion, 1865-67 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1985).3-4, 13; Jacqueline 
Ba ldwi n Walker, "Blacks in North Carolina During Reconstruction." (Unpublished Ph .D. dissertation, 
Duke University. 1979), 41 ; Th e American Slave: A Composire Autobiography, Vol. 14. Nonh CarolillG 
Na rmrives, Part I, Contributions in Afro-American and African Studies. ed . George P . Rawick, no. II 
(Westport: Greenwood Publishing Company, 1972), 358; and Leon F. Litwack, Been in rhe Srorm So 
Long: TII e A/rermorh a/Sla very (New York: Alfred A. Knopf. Inc ., 1979; reprint , New York: Vintage 
Books. 1980), 182-3 (page citations are to the reprint edition). 
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psychological wound of defeat made emancipation diffi cult to accept for white 
mountaineers. White highlanders struggled with their loss of control over their former 
slaves. After a black man surrounded by Union veterans insulted former Confederate 
General Robert Vance's sister, he wanted to kill the former slave. During slavery, Vance 
cou ld have personally di sc iplined the offending black man. But with the end of slavery, 
cooler heads prevailed and the civilian authorities whisked the offending freedman to 
jai l. 2 Other former mountain slaveholders, including James Gwyn, tried to ignore 
emancipation . Less than three months after the end of the war on July 4 , 1865, Gwyn 
bequeathed to hi s daughter two black women and their children "forever or so long as 
they shall remain in Slavery."] Gwyn's slaves learned of thei r freedom shortl y after hi s 
attempt to maintain slavery. By the end of the month, he noted hi s failure bitterly. With 
emancipation, slaves were no longer their masters' property and many "had left their 
homes & are prowling about, disturbing others who would remain at home.'" Those 
freedpeople most commonl y "disturbed" were probably family members . Freedmen 
sought the companionship and emotional support of extended family members and 
searched exhaustively for relatives . While whites, such as Gwyn, may have called thi s 
"aimless wandering," for African Americans it was a crucial aspect of freedom .s 
' Rober! B. Vance to Zebulon B. Vance, July 12, 1865. in Gordon B. McKinney and Richard M. 
McMurry, eds., The Papers o/Zebuloll Vallce (Frederick: University Publica tions of America. 1987 , 
microfilm edition), reel 4. 
J James Gwyn Indenture, July 4, 1865 . James Gwyn Papers, SHC. 
4 Diary entry. July 31. 1865, James Gwyn Papers, SHe. 
, Walker, "Blacks in North Carolina During Reconstruction", 122-3, 127-30; and Alexander. 
North Carolilla Faces the Freedlllell, 58-9, 62. 
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Although western North Carolina's smaller black population prevented large-scale 
race ri ots such as those in New Orleans or Memphis, white mountaineers did occas ionall y 
resort to violence to maintain their authority over the former slaves. One afternoon 
during the summer of 1865, Lawson, a freedman working for William Corpening of 
Burke County, asked hi s employer what labor he was to perform that day. Dismissed 
without an answer, Lawson went to the landowner's wife to learn if she had any tasks for 
him . After another vague response, a di sgusted Lawson wondered aloud whether the 
District Military Commander had work for him. Habituated to a social system that 
demanded deference from African Americans, Corpening found Lawson's 
insubordination intolerable. He subsequently hunted Lawson down and shot him in the 
th igh. Despite Corpening's pledge that he intended the shots as mere warnings , a mil itary 
court fined him $500 and sentenced him to ninety days in jail. Due to Corpening's 
previous good conduct, age, and weak health , however, the sentence was later red uced to 
thi rty days and $2506 Corpening's white neighbors reacted with indignation to the 
mi litary's interference in their management of labor matters. One woman could not 
believe such punishment "onl y fo r shooting that negro last summer! !,,7 
Such animosity amongst whites was a common obstacle that the freedpeople had 
to overcome. Across the state, the former slaves themselves worked to alleviate their 
white neighbors' fears. Blacks ' understanding of the consequences of the Civi l War 
6 Jesse Parker Bogue Jr ., "Violence and Oppression in North Carolina During Reconstruction, 
1865- 1873 ," (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Uni versity of Maryland, 1973), 37-40. 
1 Corneal Pinkney Abernethy to Matilda Abernathy, December 14, 1865, William G. Dickson 
Papers, SHC, [emphasis in the originall 
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convinced them that it was best not to confront whites regarding civi l rights in 1865. A 
convention in Raleigh from September 29 through October 3, 1865, composed mostl y of 
literate ex-slaves with modest landholdings, expressed the black community's need to 
educate themselves, work hard , testify in court, and, most importantl y, retain peaceful 
relations wi th whites. These sentiments represent an effort to act in accordance with 
Provisional Governor Holden who told the freedmen that they had to earn thei r freedom. 
Some delegates, however, went further and requested the ri ght to vote for the former 
slaves. Wealthier colleagues' demands for a limited suffrage based on education and 
property ownership thwarted them, but even these moderate men refused to allow such 
restri ctions to apply exclusively to black voters. They demanded that any limitation of 
the franchise effect whites and African Americans equally. After the representatives 
agreed in principle upon the need for suffrage, they reorganized into the Eq ual Ri ghts 
League and adjourned.s 
Although onl y Rutherford County sen t representatives to the 1865 convention, 
African American hi ghlanders' low anendance did not indicate a lack of interest in the 
convention's proceedings. Hi gh travel costs, an in fe ri or transportation system, and poor 
communications assuredly contributed to their low representation . Western North 
Carolina's black population stretched across the broad mountain landscape, which made 
concerted action difficult so near the war's end. Since s lavery remained relative ly intact 
in the mountain counties, many ex-slaves did not learn of their freedom, let alone a 
8 Alexonder. North Cora/ilia Faces 'he Freedmell. 17-9. 23.27-9; ond Horace W. Roper. ed .. Th e 
Papers oj William Woods Ho/dell . 1841- 1868 (Roleigh: North Carolina Division of Archives and History. 
2(00). 189-90. 
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convention in the state capital, until months after the war. Poor communications 
certainly limited their involvement , but hi storian Roberta Sue Alexander argued that 
black mountaineers also stayed away due to their numerical minority at home. Freedmen 
rallies in the western counties most certainly would have sparked a potentially violent 
white response. Overall , it would have been extremely difficult to organize the scattered 
black community in the mountains9 
Blacks' attempts at convincing the whites of their good will failed to overcome 
mountain whites' desire to keep the freedmen in a subservient labor class. Not long after 
the Confederate surrender, southern whites attempted to legally define freedom for their 
ex-s laves . Each former Confederate state adopted 'Black Codes' that established lega l 
limitati ons on black freedom aimed at keeping the freedmen in a subservient labor 
capacity. The first such codes passed in Mississippi and South Carolina set the standard 
for other southern states. Both states attempted to recreate a stable residential labor force 
for the white plantation owners by limiting black mobility. These laws generall y 
affi rmed freedmen's property ri ghts, ability to marry within their race, make contracts, 
sue and be sued , as well as testify in court in cases between African Americans. More 
importantl y, they also contained a variety of traps designed to return the freedmen to the 
plantati ons. Vagrancy laws threatened blacks wi th forced plantation labor. Each state 
, Alexander. North Carolina Faces the Freedlllen. 2 1: and John C. Inscoe and Gordon B. 
McKinney. Th e Heart o/Con/ederate Appalachia: Western North Carolina in the Civil War (Chapel Hill : 
The University of North Carolina Press. 2000). Chapter 9. 
also tried lO prevent competition over black laborers by making it illegal for white 
landowners to "entice" black laborers already under contract with higher wages . 'o 
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Northern outrage over the oppressive laws passed in Mississippi and South 
Carolina had a moderating effect on North Carolina's own legislation. North Carolina 
wanted to appease northerners, in the hope of regaining home rule. Provisional Governor 
Holden appointed a committee to study how best to manage the freedpeople and propose 
appropriate laws for that purpose. The commissioners advised the state legislature early 
in 1866 to repeal all laws that addressed African Americans specifically. Legislators 
adopted some of the commissioners' recommendations and assigned freedmen many of 
the same basic rights allowed by the Black Codes throughout the South. Most 
important ly, North Carolina recognized the legality of labor contracts negotiated between 
whites and blacks. But, like its former sister Confederate states, North Carolina also 
adopted laws restricting the freedpeople's ri ghts. Interracial marriages, seditious 
language, and vagrancy were outlawed. Of the restrictions imposed on African 
Ameri cans' freedom, the limited ability to testify in court emerged as the most 
controversial aspect of the state 's Black Codes. Commission members debated thi s issue 
at length before deciding that the freedmen's unprotected condition and property rights 
demanded some form of witness rights. Yet, freedpeople remained unable to testify 
against whites for any reason in the civil courts. The men on the committee si mply could 
not overcome their belief that blacks were unprepared for the responsibilities of 
10 Foner, Reconstrllction. 199-20 I. 
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citizenship. Nor could they accept the possibility of blacks testifyi ng against whites for 
any reason. I I 
Mountain whites urged the adoption of the restrictive "B lack Codes." In late 
1865, Leander Sams Gash shared with the State Senate pleas from the grand juries of 
Buncombe and Transylvania counties for either the freedmen's colonization or strong 
regulatory laws. Still Gash and other anti-Confederates reali zed the political importance 
of African Americans' ability to testify in court. Popular indignation in the North over 
such regulatory laws convinced the anti -Confederates that their state had to oblige the 
northern demands for the legal protection of southern blacks ' ri ghts. These men were 
also aware that the Freedmen's Bureau in North Carolina had issued a circular in 
February 1866 promising to restore jurisdiction to the civil courts on ly when equal 
criminal puni shments and testimony ri ghts existed for both races. Many thought if they 
guaran teed basic rights to the former slaves, the federal government might li ft other 
restri cti ons on state autonomy. Despite the lure of escaping one more hindrance to 
unobstructed home rule, the state legis latu re only granted the freedmen the righ t to testify 
in cases involvi ng Native Americans and other African Americans. When it came to 
II J.G. de Roulhac Hamilton. RecolIsffllCiioll ;11 North Carolina (New York: Columbia University, 
t 914 ; SlUdies in HislOry, Economics and Public Law series edited by Ihe Facuhy of Po litical Science of 
Columbia Universil Y, Vol. 58. no. 14t ). 153-6; Walker, "Blacks in North Carolina During Reconstruclion," 
175-6; and Alexander. Nonh Caro/illa Faces the Freedmell , 40-4. On Ihe condition of free blacks in North 
Carolina before the Civil War, see John Hope Franklin, The Free Negro ill North Carolilla (Chapel Hill : 
The Universi ty of North Carolina Press. 1943). 
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such a radical adjustment of African Americans' place within southern society, few white 
western North Carolinians willfully conceded northern demands for equality.1 2 
Because white North Carolinians refused to universally guarantee African 
Americans' right to testify in court, the Freedmen's Bureau received judicial authority 
over blacks. Agents regularly summoned people before them at the risk of military 
arrest , adjudicated minor cases, and leveled fines up to $100 and prison sentences up to 
thirty days. Conservatives believed this an intrusion into state affairs over which the 
federa l government had little jurisdiction. Their commitment to custom and tradition 
bristled under the invasiveness of the Bureau's powers. Furthermore, its policies 
frustrated the former Confederates' efforts to reinstate white racial dominance and 
antebellum labor practices.13 
Southern Black Codes convinced moderate Republicans of the need to protect 
southern blacks. Early in J 866, Senator Lyman Trumbull, a moderate Republi can from 
1Ilinois, introduced two measures securing basic human ri ghts for southern freedmen . 
His first bill extended the life of the Freedmen's Bureau and its jurisdiction over the freed 
slaves and refugees in the United States. It al so required the Secretary of War to provide 
food, shelter, and clothing for deserving recipients in the South. Hi s second bill 
estab li shed a congressional definition of black freedom to counter the proscriptive 
12 Ouo H. Olsen and Ellen Z. McGrew. eds., "Prelude to Reconstruction: The Correspondence of 
Stale Senator Leander Sams Gash, 1866-1867, Part I," Non" Carolilla Historical Review 60. no. I. 
(January 1983): 48-9, 52. 
IJ Assistant Commissioner of Bureau of Refugees. Freedmen. and Abandoned Lands in North 
Carolina Circular, October 14. 1865 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843, roll 31); George 
Bentley. A Hisrory of t"e Freedmell 's Bureau (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1944; 
reprint. New York : Octagon Books, 1970). A History oft"e Freedmell 's Bureau, 152-3. 155 (page citations 
are to the reprint edition>; and Foner, Reconstruction, 168 . 
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southern white definition. According to Trumbull and hi s Republican colleagues, all 
citizens' rights deserved equal protection. The Civil Rights bill of 1866 defined all 
people born in the United States (except Native Americans) as American citizens with 
inalienable rights. In an unprecedented expansion of federal power, violators of this law, 
regardless of social standing, would be punishable in federal courts. Since these 
measures resulted from compromise among the moderate and radical wings of their party, 
Republicans felt confident Johnson would sign both bills. They were disappointed. 14 
President Johnson's unwillingness to make the protection of African Americans' 
basic civil rights a precondition of reconstruction revealed hi s indifference to the 
freedmen and strained his relationship with the Republican Congress. His scathing veto 
message objected to the proposed extension of military jurisdiction, provision for trial s 
without juries, and creation of military tribunals during peacetime. But Johnson's 
rejection of the bills was twofold. Not on ly did it simply block the bills ; it also gained 
retribution for Congress's refusal to seat the recently elected southern delegations. 
Despite the mountainous seventh district's election of Unionist Alexander H. Jones, the 
overall state delegation included many of the prewar political elite unacceptable to a 
Congress seeking repentance. Throughout the South, a large number of former high-
ranking Confederates, including Vice President Alexander H. Stephens, won seats. 
Although Johnson noted the "defiance" in such se lections, those delegates represented the 
will of the southern people and the governments established under his direction. To 
" Hans L. Trefousse. "Andrew Johnson and the Freedmen's Bureau." in Til e Freet/mell 's Bureau 
alld Recollstructioll : Recollsideratiolls , ed. Paul A. Cimbala and Randall M. Miller (New York: Fordham 
Uni versilY Press, 1999),34; and Foner. Recollstructioll, 243-4. 
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accept the rejection of the southern delegations would be the equivalent of admitting hi s 
personal failure. Also Johnson felt confined by the constitution . As president, Johnson 
ultimatel y believed he lacked the authority to sign legislation dealing with states 
unrepresented in the national government. The fact that many of these states disallowed 
African Americans' participation, however, never bothered him. IS 
While Johnson battled Congress over blacks' civil rights, southern whites 
struggled to preserve their African American labor force . The small percentage of blacks 
living in the mountains weakened black western Carolinians' political voice and 
prevented the western counties from experiencing a labor crisis comparable to that in the 
cotton South . Still that small black population provided a steady pool of labor needed by 
the former slaveholders. Several surviving labor contracts reveal that former 
slaveholders attempted to preserve much of the di scipline of slavery within the new 
contract labor system. Merchant Lytle Hickerson, once one of Wilkes County's largest 
s laveho lders, demanded that hi s African American laborers respect hi s famil y and barred 
the gathering o f freedmen beyond the workers' families on hi s land. Thi s provision 
re imposed prewar restrictions against prayer meetings and other assemblies out of 
suspicion of insurrection. Any violation allowed Hickerson to di smi ss hi s workers 
15 Foner. Reconstruction. 196-7. 
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without pay. 16 Hickerson's business partner, James Gwyn, also included behavioral 
clauses within hi s labor pacts with black workers. A contract signed January 19, 1866, 
between James Gwyn and two young freedmen named Payton and Bart, placed special 
emphasis on the former's behavior. To insure proper deference, Gwyn withheld the ri ght 
to di smiss Payton's entire family should he alone act improperl y. 17 
In the first months following the Civil War, the Freedmen's Bureau provided the 
onl y means of protection for the freedmen against di scriminatory labor practices. Bureau 
officials played a pivotal role in helping freedmen negoti ate labor contracts. Many 
freedmen actuall y refused to sign contracts without the Bureau's advice. The agent in 
Morganton alone helped seventy-seven freedpeople sell their labor between December 
1865 and January 1866. Blacks also depended on the Bureau to enforce those contracts. 
Whi te landowners often deprived workers of their salaries, which, at an average of eight 
do ll ars a month for black men and five dollar for bl ack women, already ranked the 
16 Labor Contract between Lytle Hickerson and York. Joe. Hugh. Anderson. and Maryland. 
December 8, 1865, James Gwyn Papers. SHe. Antebe llum rhetoric predicting a lawless band of 
emancipated slaves ravaging the countryside also preyed upon the minds of western Carolinians. In 
December 1865. the Freedmen's Bureau noted a general fear of black rebellion in the Western District. See 
Western District Semi-Monthly Report , December 15. 1865 (National Archives Microfil m Publication 
M843. roll 23); North Carolina, 1865-1870; Records of the Assistant Commissioner, Bureau of Refugees. 
Freedmen. and Abandoned Lands; Records of the Bureau of Refugees. Freedmen. and Abandoned Lands. 
Record Group 105; National Archives Building. Washington. DC. 
17 Labor Agreement between James Gwyn and Payton and Bart. January 19. 1866. James Gwyn 
Papers. SHe. In another remi nder of slavery. Gwyn required Payton to report for work at sunrise. 
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lowest in North Carolina' s Western District. IS During December 1865, the peak of the 
negotiating and selliement period, the Morganton agent handled one hundred ninety-three 
cases where whites refused to pay black workers. 19 
Child apprenticeships offered former slaveholders a partial solution to the 
southern labor question that relegated blacks to a subservient position similar to slavery. 
Although apprenticing applied to both races, the practice discriminated against the 
freedmen. Black girl s were apprenticed until they were twenty-one years old, a term 
exceeding that set for white girls by three years. Apprenticeships reduced the former 
slaves' children to dependent charges that labored in return for basic subsistence needs. 
The law also allowed the apprenticing of children of "lazy" black parents without their 
consent. By legally judging an African American parent unwilling to work and incapable 
of caring for their children, landholding whites could wrest control over black children 's 
18 Semi-Monlhly Reporl of Weslern Dislricl, Morganlon Sial ion. December 15. 1865 (Nal ional 
Archi ves Microfilm Publicalion M843. roll 23); Semi-Monthl y Report of Weslern Dislrict. Morganlon 
Sialion. December 30, 1865 (Nalional Archives Microfilm Publicalion M843. roll 23); and Semi- Monlhl y 
Report of Weslern Disirici. Morganlon Stalion. January 30. 1866 (Nalional Archives Microfilm Publicalion 
M843. ro ll 23). The Weslern District included Alexander, Ashe. Alleghany. Anson, Ashe, Buncombe, 
Burke. Cabarrus. Cald well . Calawba. Cherokee, Clay. Cleveland. Davidson, Davie, Forsyth, Gaslon. 
Guilford. Haywood. Henderson. Iredell . Jackson. Lincoln. Macon, Madison. McDowell, Mecklenberg. 
Milchell . Montgomery, Polk, Randolph . Rowan. Rutherford, Stanly, Siokes, Surry. Transylvani a, Union, 
Walauga. Wilkes, Yadkin. and Yancey counlies. 
" Semi-Monlhly Reports Western Districl, Morganlon Station. December 15. 1865 (National 
Archives Microfilm Publ ication. M843, ro ll 23); Semi-Monthly Reports Western District, Morganton 
Stalion. December 30. 1865 (National Archives Microfilm Publication, M843. roll 23); Semi-Monthl y 
Reports Weslern Dislric t, Morganton Station, January 30. 1866 (Nalional Archives Microfilm Publ icalion. 
M843, ro ll 23); Semi-Monlhly Reports Western District, Morganton Station. March 15. 1866 (Nalional 
Archi ves Microfilm Publicalion, M843, ro ll 23);and Alexander, North Carolilla Faces the Freee/mell , 10 1. 
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labor in the courts. Perhaps the most threatening clause, however, granted former 
masters first priority in acquiring the bound labor of their former slaves 20 
The Freedmen's Bureau tried to protect blacks' paternal righ ts. State Assistant 
Commissioner Eliphalet Whittlesey wrote Samuel Finley Patterson, a prominent Caldwell 
County former slaveholder, that the freedmen's uncertain legal ri ghts made it dangerous 
"to transfer the business of apprenticing them [African American children] to the County 
CourtS.,,21 Western District chief Clinton Cilley followed with two circulars of hi s own 
on the matter. In hi s first, Ci lley instructed hi s subordinate agen ts that apprenticing 
should be allowed only when the law governing the practice treated black and white 
children equall y. His second message prohibited the binding of any African American 
child, under any circumstances, without written parental consent.22 Failure to set a 
definitive policy on the subject c louded judgment in contested apprenticeships. Often 
20 Alexander. North Caro /illa Faces the Freedmen. 44-5; and Rebecca Scott . "The Battle Over the 
Child : Child Apprenticeship and the Freedmen's Bureau in North Carolina." Prologue 10. no. 2 ( 1978): 
102-3. 
21 Eliphalet Whittlesey to Samuel F. Patterson. February 2 1, 1866. Jones and Patterson Fami ly 
Papers. SHC; and Scott . "Child Apprenticeship and the Freedmen's Bureau in North Carolina". 103. 
Eliphalet Whittlesey ( 1821 -1909) of Connecticut was a Bowdoi n College professor turned soldier in the 
Civil War. Although he enlisted as a chaplain. Whittlesey eventually joined Major General 0 .0 . Howard 's 
staff as an aide. Both indomitable Christians. they shared a strong bond of respect and friend ship. Will iam 
S. McFeely. Yankee Srepfather: Gelleral 0 .0 . Howard and rhe Freel/mell (New Haven: Yale University 
Press. 1968; paperback reprint , New York: W.W. Norton & Company. Inc .• 1994).78-80 (page ci tations 
arc to the reprint edition). 
22 Western District Circular. February 23. 1866 (National Archi ves Microfilm Publication M843. 
roll 7); and Western District Circular, February 27, 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843, 
roll 7). Clinton Albert Ci lley (1837-1900) was born in New Hampshire to a famil y known for its early 
political opposi tion to slavery . Cilley fought with the Union in many battles, including Chickamauga for 
which he received a Medal of Honor. He received appointment as head of the Freedmen 's Bureau in 
western North Carolina early in 1866. After he left that post, Cilley had an inOuential career promoting 
free public education for all and economic development. Paul D. Escott, "Clinton A. Cilley, Yankee War 
Hero in the Postwar South: A Study in the Compatibility of Regional Values." Nonh Carolirw Hisrorical 
Review 68, no. 4 (October 1991 ): 405. 409, 426. 
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agents relied entirely on their individual judgment, which by the summer of 1866 had 
strayed from these earlier efforts. Even Cilley came to interpret the bonds as legal 
contracts beyond Bureau regulation.z3 
National developments contributed to Cilley's change of heart. Soon after 
attempting to terminate the Bureau, Andrew Johnson declared the rebellion in North 
Carolina and nine other former Confederate states at an end on April 2, 1866. A day 
later, the United States Supreme Court ruled martial law unconstitutional in areas where 
the civi l courts operated without obstruction in Ex-parte Milligall. Cilley felt paralyzed 
by Johnson's declaration. A Democrat himself, Cilley wavered between the 
consti tutional ban of military tribunals in peacetime and hi s military orders. T he 
predicament facing the Bureau in the Carolina highlands worsened as local sentiment 
against the Bureau grew in the wake of Johnson's proclamation, the Milligan case, and 
the Civil Rights Act. President Johnson's defense of the southern state governments 
agai nst Congress emboldened white western North Carolini ans in their opposi ti on to the 
Bureau . As a result, Ci ll ey abstained from further exercising his judicial powers. He 
knew he could not resist a writ of habeas corpus from a civi l judge ultimate ly backed by 
the president. To Whittlesey on April 7, Cilley summed up Bureau agents' dilemma: 
"We are judges without law to support US."Z4 
23 Scott, "Child Apprenticeship and the Freedmen's Bureau in North Carolina," 104, t07- I09, III. 
14 Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whittlesey, April 7, 1866 (National Archives Microfilm 
Publication M843. roll 7); Clinton A. Ci lley to Eliphalet Whittlesey, April 4. 1866 (National Archives 
Microfi lm Publication M843. roll 7) ; Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whittlesey. April 9, 1866 (National 
Archives Microfilm Publication M843, ro ll 7); and Bentley, A History of the Freedme,, 's Bureau. 162-3. 
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Significant internal problems also weakened the Bureau's capacity to aid the 
freedmen in western NOl1h Carolina. Perhaps the most problematic was an absence of 
qualified personnel. When the Bureau first arrived in the South, Assistant Commissioner 
Eliphalet Whittlesey instructed his agents to surround themselves with local citizens of 
both races in order to earn the people's truSt.25 The mustering out of volunteer officers, 
however, undermined the Bureau' s ability to establish a rapport with western North 
Carolinians. Lieutenant E.A. Harris of the 128'h Indiana Volunteer Infantry Regiment 
commanded the Bureau station at Morganton following the Confederate surrender, and 
according to Cilley gave general satisfaction. Yet, Harris and two other agents left the 
di strict when their regiments disbanded on March 26, 1866. Nor could the Bureau fill all 
its vacant posts. Following the Confederate surrender, officials recognized that the 
re lationship between blacks and whites in Asheville was deteriorating. Many freedmen 
were without homes and lacked the capital to rent homes due to a series of crop failures . 
Still no agent reached Asheville until May 1866.26 
Asheville was not the only post the Bureau struggled to fill in Appalachian 
NOl1h Carolina. Agents in Rutherford , Wilkes, Caldwell , and Polk counties filed monthl y 
repol1s irregularly throughout 1866. The inconsistency of their reports suggests difficulty 
in keeping those posts staffed. Congress exacerbated thi s problem by failing to provide 
2l Whittlesey circu lar, October 14, 1865 (National Archives Microfi lm Publication M843. roll 31 ). 
26 Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whittlesey, December 14. 1865 (Natio nal Archives Microfilm 
Publication M843 , roll 7) ; Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whittlesey. March 26. 1866 (National Archives 
Microfilm Publication M843. roll 7); Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whittlesey. May 9, 1866 (National 
Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 7); Western District Semi-Monthly Report. February 28, 1866 
(National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23); Western District Semi-Monthly Report. March 
15.1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23); and Western District Semi-Monthl y 
Report March 3 1. 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843 , roll 23) . 
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the Bureau with funds to hire civilians. As a result, state assistant commissioners often 
turned to the army' s Veteran Reserve Corps for additional agents, relying upon the War 
Department to pay their salaries. A replacement for Lieutenant Harris in Morganton 
came from this ready pool of Bureau personnel. Hannibal D. Norton, a thrice-wounded 
volunteer officer and brevet major in the Veteran Reserve Corps, came to western North 
Carolina in March 1866.27 
Without a strong military presence to support them in the face of burgeoning local 
opposition, Western District agents acted with uncertainty through the remainder of 
Presidenti al Reconstruction . Although Appalachian North Carolina's poor transportation 
network further lessened the already small military force's efficiency in the mountains, 
the region was not unique in thi s manner. Other large areas patrolled by a small military 
force , such as in Texas and Arkansas, experienced similar difficulties28 Assistant 
Superintendent Hannibal D. Norton's actions on behalf of a freedman in Catawba County 
demonstrate Ihis problem of enforcement. According to freedman Elijah Connor' s wife , 
her husband had been arrested for stea ling wool , jailed without a hearing, and given 
27 Bentley. A History oftli e Freel/Illell's Bureau. 72-3; Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whinlesey. 
December 14. 1865 (National Archives Microfi lm Publication M843. roll 7); Clin ton A. Cilley to Eliphalet 
Whinlescy. March 26. 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23); (National Archives 
Microfilm Publication M843. roll 7); Clinton A. Cilley to Eliphalet Whinlesey. May 9 , 1866 (National 
Archives Microfilm Publication M843 . roll 7); Western District Semi-Monthly Report, February 28. 1866 
(National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23); Western District Semi-Monthly Report . March 
15.1 866 (National Aschives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23) ; and Western District Semi-Monthl y 
Report . March 31. 1866 (National Aschives Microfilm Publication M843. ro ll 23). Hannibal D. Norton of 
Massachusens volunteered for Union military service in April 186 1. and received wounds at First Bull Run. 
Antietam. and Fredericksburg. By war's end he held the rank of brevet major in the Veteran Reserve 
Corps. See Hannibal D. Norton to Major General Daniel Sickles. May 15. 1867; Leners Received ; Records 
of the Second Military District and Department of the South, Record Group 393; National Archives 
Building. Washington. DC. 
18 Bentley. A History of tlie Freedmell 's Bureau. 161 -2. 
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thirty-nine lashes on three separate occasions. Local whites allegedly threatened Connor 
with additional abuse if hi s famil y did not leave the county immediately. Norton sought 
advice from his superior and summoned Connor's landlord for an interview. After 
neither responded, Norton decided that further delay might prove fatal. He ordered the 
neighboring whites to allow the black family to harvest their crop undisturbed. When 
proof of Connor's larceny conviction in a state court surfaced, General John Robinson, 
who replaced Whittlesey as Assistant Commissioner, not only overruled Norton , he 
admonished the agent against future interference. Without the full support of the 
military, Bureau agents could not successfully oppose civil authorities backed by the 
'd 29 presl en!. 
While Norton ' s experience in the Connor case demonstrates the problems of 
enforcement in western North Carolina, hi s actions further show how the Bureau changed 
in the spring of 1866. For the most part prior to the national challenges to its local power, 
the freedmen had a sympathetic partner in the Freedmen's Bureau. At the end of 1865, 
Bureau agents from across the South reported the conditions in thei r di stricts si nce the 
Confederate surrender. The Morganton agent ' s report re fl ected a genuine concern for the 
freedmen. Since April 1865, he settled six hundred di sputes between blacks and whites 
in hi s di stri ct alone. Regarding the condition of racial interactions, the agent in 
29 Hannibal D. Norlon to Colonel, Augusl 31,1 866, Norton report , August 18, 1866, and John C. 
Robinson 10 Jonathan Worlh, September 12, 1866, Governor Worth's Leller Books, NCDAH. John 
Cleveland Robinson ( 1817- 1897) born in Binghamton, New York. A professional soldier, Robinson 
garnered a reputation during the war as one of the Army of the Potomac's bravest and most distinguished 
di vis ion' commanders. A part of many major ballies in the Eastern Theater, his frontline career ended when 
severely wounded at Spotsylvania Court House on May 8, 1864 . After the war he held various posts 
including Lieutenant Governor of New York. Ezra J. Warner, Generals in Blue: Tile Uves of the Union 
Commanders (Balon Rouge: Louis iana Stale University Press, 1964), 407-9. 
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Morganton said blacks would work for fair prices but whites re fused to deal honestl y 
with them. The agent concluded that it served both whites and blacks' best interest that 
the Bureau continued'operationsJO Subsequent actions showed the depth of that 
commitment. The Bureau's fight against apprenticeship, enforcement of contracts, and 
protecti on fro m legal injustice earned the black community's trust.31 
Despite its minor temporary successes, the Freedmen 's Bureau was ultimately 
unsuccessful in western North Carolina and the South. President Johnson's quarrel with 
Congress forced the Bureau in western North Carolina to di vert attention from black to 
white mountaineers. Such was not a departure from the Bureau's original stated mission 
to he lp all southerners, black and white, adjust to the postwar environment. Nor was it 
unusual for the Western District. Since whites constituted such a large portion of the 
popul ati on, the Bureau often provided assistance to those suffering after the war. About a 
month before Johnson announced the rebe llion over, Superintendent Ci lley had requested 
authori ty to assist indigent white families in the Western District. Agents in the 
mountainous part o f the state always ex tended charity to blacks. he said in March 1866. 
but also assisted white fa milies without orders as we ll.32 Although white mountain 
politicians objected to the Bureau's role in aiding the blacks. they had no reservations 
about using it to aid whites. State Senator Gash wrote Governor Worth that Transylvania 
JO Report of operations of Freedmen's Bureau in the District of West North Carolina since the 
Surrender to December 31. 1865 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23) . 
JI Semi-Month ly Report of the Western Distric t. December 30. 1865 (National Archives 
Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23). 
32 Clinton A. Cilley to Lt. Beecher. March 8. 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication 
M843. roll 7) . 
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and Henderson counties desperately needed bread. Henderson County alone, wrote Gash , 
had two hundred and nine destitute families with little to show for their hard work. He 
hoped that some source of relief could be found for these struggling mountain residents 33 
Towards the end of 1866, state lawmakers passed a resolution requesting Bureau rations 
for poor whites and blacks in North Carolina3 4 
The Bureau's change in focus forced African Americans to take labor matters 
firmly into their own hands. Withoul the capital necessary to purchase their own land, 
blacks would remain laborers on white-owned land. Consequently, they attempted to 
obtain the best possible terms of labor they could. A large number turned to 
sharecropping, which granted them a piece of land to farm temporarily for a 
predetermined percentage of the yield. Throughout the South, African Americans 
favored sharecropping over cash wages because it afforded more freedom from white 
control. Bl ack heads of household received more control over their families. Under the 
share system, black women, often exploited under slavery, escaped the direct supervi sion 
of white men. Also the economic need for the entire family's labor and the subsequent 
higher earnings helped black parents ward off attempts to apprentice their children. 
Economic benefits complemented these personal gains. Sharecropping furni shed more 
incentive to work due to the individual responsibility of the hired hand for their 
JJ L.S . Gash to Jonathan Worth, May 5, 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843, 
roll 7); and Hamilton, ed., The Correspolldellce of JOllotholl Worth , I, 596. 
" Ouo H. Olsen and Ellen Z. McGrew, eds. "Prelude to Reconstruction: The Correspondence of 
State Senator Leander Sams Gash, 1866- 1867, Part 11," North Carolillo Historical Review 60, no. 2, (April 
1983): 233; and Ci lley to Lt. Beecher, March 8, 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 
7). Bureau aid for destitute whites was nOl isolated to western North Carolina. It most likely happened 
throughout Southern Appalachia. In northern Alabama, for example, more than two-thirds of the rations 
issued for 1866 went to destitute whites. See Bentley. A History of the Freedmell 's 8ureau , 140. 
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production. Gang laborers shared the ri sks of production as well as the fruits of thei r 
labor. More agriculturall y skilled workers recei ved no more compensation than their 
unski lled counterparts did when toiling in large groups. With sharecropping, ski lled 
blacks benefited from undivided incomeJ 5 
Gains from sharecropping masked its negative aspects. All freedmen in the wake 
of emancipation desired independence from white domination. Landownership was the 
surest means to achieve that autonomy, but the African Americans' lack of capital and 
white landholders ' opposition prevented blacks from becoming independent yeomen 
farmers. Sharecropping, li ke slavery, al so divorced the freedpeople from the land. 
Despite their labor, the land typically remained the property of whites. Across the South , 
sharecropping weakened the black community' s cohesiveness. With the ri se of the 
fami ly as the basic economic unit under sharecropping, blacks became more dependent 
on churches, schoo ls, and other institutions to hold the community together. 
Emancipation also marked the loss of several customary privileges. Garden patches and 
the provision of subsistence goods ended with s lavery. For the former slaves, th is was a 
violation of their ri ghts; they were entitled to these goods as laborers. Yet as 
Jl Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch, a ile Killd of Freedom: Th e Ecollomic COllsequellces of 
Emallcipatioll (London: Cambridge Uni versity Press. 1977). 95; Foner, Recollstructioll . 86; Eric Foner, 
Nothillg Bill Freedom: Emallcipatioll and Its Legacy (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1983). 45; and Scott. "Child Apprent iceship and the Freedmen's Bureau in North Carolina," 105 . 
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sharecroppers, the African Americans were now free laborers entitled to nothing but the 
right to sell their labor3 6 
Antebellum sharecropping practices complicated white western North 
Carolinians' approval of this labor alternative for blacks. Before the war, many landless 
upland whites worked for wealthy slaveholders in exchange for crop shares. Wealthy 
landowners and prosperous yeomen often relied upon white laborers to supplement the 
smaller slave labor force in the mountains. Because cash was scarce in the region, paying 
these supplemental hands in crop shares seemed a logical alternative. An average prewar 
white sharecropper in western North Carolina worked a one-year term and received two-
thirds of the harvested crop. Tenants favored sharecropping because it allowed a lifestyle 
simi lar to the vast majori ty of mountain yeomen and non-plantation farmers in the South. 
Both yeomen and sharecroppers cultivated small tracts of land for domestic needs, raised 
li vestock, and acquired addi tional income through hunting and fishing. Landowners 
regulated the crops they grew and the land they farmed. Still the white sharecroppers 
achieved an economic, if not soc ial , position of equality with their yeomen neighbors. 
36 Foner. RecoIIsrrucrioll. 405-6: and Foner. Norhillg Bur Freedom. 44-5. 55-8. Although the 
African American mountain community also fractured following emancipation. their scattered settlements 
probably lessened the impact somewhat. Western North Carolina lacked the large plantations concentrated 
large numbers or African Americans together. Hence. social institutions probably played a critical role in 
giving black mountaineers' social cohesiveness. 
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Mountain landowners recognized sharecropping as an efficient and profitable practice 
before the war, and had little reason to doubt the system after the war. 37 
Despite their antebellum experience and success with sharecropping, white 
mountain landlords withheld the system from their former slaves. Determined African 
Americans, however, dug in their heels. According to the Freedmen's Bureau, African 
Americans in western North Carolina signed more contracts following the war's end than 
in other regions . By the end of 1865, however, Bureau agents reported that an increasing 
number of freedmen refused to hire on any basis but shares.38 Cash wages , as opposed to 
shares, gave mountain landowners more control over their black workers. If a worker 
failed to produce to the white landlord's sati sfaction , the wage could be reduced or 
withheld. Worse yet they could be evicted with nowhere else to go. Sharecropping 
placed the incentive to work on the African American laborers. Western North Carolina 
landlords hesitated to extend sharecropping to freedmen because most white 
mountaineers, like the majority of southern whites, believed African Americans should 
remain subservient laborers . Sharecropping allotted them too much independence. 
Southern whites believed that blacks were inherently lazy, and that extending them 
31 H. Tyler Blethen and Curtis W. Wood, "The Pioneer Experience to 185 1." in Th e History of 
Jackson County. ed. Max R. Williams (Sylva: Jackson County Historical Association. t 987), 84-6; and 
Charles C. Bolton. Poor Whites of the Antebellum South: Tenallts allli Laborers ;n Cellfraf Nonh CarolillG 
and Northeast Mississippi (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994), 17-8.37-8. Although Bolton drew his 
conclusions from the central Piedmont. that region's demographic similarity to western North Carolina 
suggests that hi s conclusions are also applicable to the mountain counties. 
" Semi-Monthly Report Western District, Morganton Station, December IS. 1865 (National 
Archi ves Microfilm Publication M843, roll 23); Semi-Monthly Report Western District, Morganton 
Station. December 30. 1865 (National Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23); Semi-Monthly 
Report Western District. Morganton Station. January 30, 1866 (National Archives Microfilm Publication 
M843. roll 23); and Semi-Monthly Report Western District. Morganton Station. March IS . 1866 (National 
Archives Microfilm Publication M843. roll 23). 
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autonomy over the pace of work and the production of the crop would be disastrous . 
Grand juries in Transylvania and Buncombe counties demanded that the state 
government "compel [African Americans) to become useful to themselves and the white 
race in their proper sphere as laborers.,,39 James Gwyn felt so certain emancipated blacks 
would not work that he predicted that "in a few years they will be perishing" and "in 20 
years the race will almost be extinct.,,4o 
Lower class white western North Carolinians probably disliked more intensely the 
level of equality that sharecropping bestowed on freedmen . Antebellum white 
sharecroppers held a social position on the fringes of Appalachian North Carolina's large 
white yeomanry. Sharecropping equally allowed blacks to ri se from a subservient laborer 
status to a material position comparable to the vast majority of whites following the war. 
Despite not owning their land, freedmen farmed small tracts of land, tended livestock, 
and contro lled the labor of their families like the bulk of the white mountain population . 
Ransom and Sutch noted such a tension in nonslaveholding whites throughout the South. 
Nonslaveholding whites defended slavery because it granted them a higher position in 
southern society. The simi larity of their postwar condition to the freedmen startled them, 
and helped transform their pros lavery attitudes into open hostility toward the African 
. . 41 
Amencan community. 
J9 Quoted in Alexander. North Carol ilia Faces the Freedmen. 44. 
40 Diary Entry. July 31. 1865. James Gwyn Papers, SHe. 
41 Ransom and Sutch, aile Killd of Freedom. 105 . 
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Freedmen's cravings for increased independence fostered a compromise with 
large landowners' labor needs in western North Carolina and the South. The former 
slaveowners resented the loss of their traditional control over their black work force. But, 
as Roger Ransom and Richard Sutch point out, landlords acquiesced to sharecropping as 
a way to recover their wartime economic losses. Landlords appreciated that 
sharecropping made workers personally responsible for the well being of the crop, 
reduced the number of black laborers who absconded before harvest, and spread the 
economic uncertainty evenly between workers and landlord in case of a poor crop. 
During a time of economic duress, the shared risk inherent in sharecropping eased the 
financial burden on the landowners 4 2 
The large pool of white laborers to supplement the black work force, however, 
slowed western North Carolina's transition to shares. James Gwyn paid hi s black hands 
cash wages during the first year after the war. In his contract with the freedmen 
Henderson and Byram for 1866, Gwyn hired one of the men's sons for the year at fifty 
dollars . He also enlisted Henderson to tend hi s hogs for twenty-five dollars and perform 
odd jobs for fifty cen ts a day. While Gwyn paid hi s employees in cash, they gave him six 
hundred twenty-five bushels of com as rent. Contracts between Gwyn and Payton and 
Bart (both blacks) for 1866 paid each a monthly wage in either cash or provisions 
according to their preference.43 
42 Ransom and Sutch, aile Kind of Freedom, 94-7 . 
4J Labor agreement between James Gwyn and Byram and Henderson, December 13, 1865; and 
Labor agreement between James Gwyn and Payton and Bart, January 19, 1865, James Gwyn Papers, SHe. 
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By 1867, landlords could no longer resi st blacks' demands for sharecropping. 
Landlords who had avoided granting shares, such as James Gwyn, either complied or 
risked los ing their laborers. White labor likely proved unreliable. Pro-slavery rhetoric 
often criticized wage laborers, labeling it a condition worse than slavery. Hence, 
suffering yeomen often resisted becoming full-time wage laborers. Poor white 
mountaineers probably shared such notions. The dwindling prospect for white labor 
forced mountain landlords to yield. Gwyn 's hands Payton and Bart rented roughly 
twenty acres of land from their landlord that year in exchange for one third of the crop. 
On a second parcel the pair received half the com produced. Although Henderson 
continued to sow wheat for a cash wage, his supervision of the livestock was paid in a 
share of the meat. Instead of owing a set amount of com as rent , the agreement obligated 
Byram to pay Gwyn half hi s crop, half the molasses he produced, as well as twelve and a 
half barre ls of com in return for the ri ght to sell melons at market. Despite the transi ti on 
to shares, Gwyn mai ntained control through the contracts. Each arrangement set specific 
purposes for the land cu ltivated by the bl ack workers and required that they labor 
fai thfull y for the Gwyn family .44 
T hei r struggle to overcome white control over their labor convinced black North 
Carolinians that conciliation had fa iled. A second freedmen ' s convention in the state 
capital , thi s time wi th a larger mountain contingent, took on a decidedly more political 
tone. Deteriorati ng conditions in the west brought delegates from eight mountain 
44 Labor agreement between James Gwyn and Payton and Bart, t 867; Labor agreement between 
James Gwyn and Henderson. January 9, 1867; and Labor agreement between James Gwyn and Byram, 
t 867. James Gwyn Papers, SHe. 
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counties to Raleigh, some of which held positions of influence in the assembly. 
Reverend Vinson Mickeral of Rutherford County, for example, served on the powerful 
Business Committee that performed the bulk of the convention's work. On the 
convention's fina l day, the Business Committee released a report that revealed black 
North Carolin ians' change in poli cy. The report praised the Radical Republicans, the 
ex tension of the Freedmen's Bureau, the Civil Rights Act, and the proposed Fourteenth 
Amendment (promising every Ameri can citizen equal protection before the law). More 
forceful acts replaced conciliatory commitments to hard work and peaceful relations with 
white neighbors. Statewide organization was recognized as a vital step forward. Each 
county's de legate was to return home and form auxiliary leagues for the defense of 
African Americans. Representatives also proposed that freedmen onl y patronize those 
businesses owned by other blacks4 5 
Both freedmen's conventions emphasized education as a safeguard of legal, 
poli tical , and economic ri ghts. Just as they fought to secure better labor condi tions, 
African Americans strove to educate themselves . A majority of white North Carolin ians 
tolerated black education; however, they di ffered in their view of its goals. Southern 
whites be li eved the establishment of a law abiding and industrious black labor force to be 
the goal of freedmen's education. Black education, they argued, should not be designed 
" Alexander. Nort" Carolilla Faces t"e Freedlll ell, 81, 85. 88-90, 92; Foner, Recollstrllctioll . 11 8; 
and Mifltlles o/ the Freedmen's COll vem;o' l, Held;II the City of Raleigh, all 'he 2nd, 3rd, 4'" and 5'11 of 
October. 1866 (Raleigh: Standard Book and Job Office. 1866). 7-8. 14-5 , 18. Black mountaineers from 
Burke. Buncombe. Caldwell , Haywood . Henderson. Polk. Rutherford. and Wilkes counties attended this 
convention as opposed to the previous meeting in 1865 attended only by Rutherford. The convention also 
heard testimony on the relationship between blacks and whites. including the shooting of two freed men 
described by the Burke County delegate. 
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to attempt creating a level of equality between the races. Whites especially dreaded 
northern instructors whose teachings of social equality might lead blacks to reject their 
social "place" as menial laborers . Although most white North Carolinians grudgingly 
accepted black education, their united opposition to integrated schools for whites and 
blacks led them to extreme measures. In March 1866, the state legislature abolished 
North Carolina's public school system on the grounds that no money remained in the 
Literary Fund, which with local taxes previously funded schools. But racial concerns 
also played a role in their decision. The passage of the Bureau extension bill and Civil 
Rights Act over the president's veto, convinced Conservatives that the Radical 
Republi cans might soon require state funding for black education. North Carolina's 
legis lature circumvented such a possibility by abolishing their common school system 4 6 
Some nati ve white mountaineers shared simi lar concerns regarding black 
education. A Burke county woman voiced her apprehension that education fostered 
equality. She feared that schools in her own county would teach African Americans that 
they were equal to whites, as had the freedmen's school in Greensboro. More 
importantl y, she feared that educated blacks would reject their laborer status. To impose 
their ideals of freedmen's education on teachers in black schools, mountaineers relied 
upon soc ial ostraci sm. Usually utili zed to drive out northern teachers, social isolation 
could a lso be used against loca l whites. When Elouisa Pearson took charge of a 
freedmen 's school in Morganton , the bulk of the local community, including her own 
46 Walker. "B lacks in North Carolina During Reconstruction," 78 .94-5; Roberta Sue Alexander. 
" Hostility and Hope: Black Education in North Carolina During Presidential Reconstruction. 1865-1867." 
Nonh Carolilla Historical Review 53, no. 2 (April 1976): 113-8.1 2 1-2; Williams. ed .• Papers a/ William 
A. Graham. VlI. 10- 1; and Foner. Recolls/ fIIC/ioll. 207-8. 
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family, scorned her. Reflecting southerners' dread of black men's sexuality, M.C. Avery 
predicted that Miss Pearson's "zeal will cool off considerably" once she found herself 
surrounded in a small room by fifty black men at night. If not, then perhaps her 
community could convince her to abandon her current course through isolation .47 
Some aggressive white opponents of black education resorted to violence to 
forestall efforts to teach the former slaves. One northern teacher, Thomas Barton, 
received numerous threats since June 1866 for his work at the King Creek School in 
Caldwell County. After ignoring the warnings to stop teaching, three armed men 
attacked Barton in early 1867. They dragged him from his house into the woods where 
they accosted him: "You God Damned Yankee nigger schoolteacher, we have got you 
now and will blow your damn Yankee brains out. .. The niggers were bad enough before 
you came, but since you have been teaching them they know too much and are a damn 
site worse." Barton's assailants ultimately robbed and beat him, leaving him battered and 
alone in the woods to reconsider hi s work.4s 
These obstacles failed to dull freedmen's desire for learning. Black mountai neers 
continued organizing schools wherever they could, whether in private homes or public 
buildings. During its 1866- 1867 session,the state legislature retreated sli ghtly. After the 
previous legislature dissolved the state education system, the new group of legislators 
granted larger towns state funds and the revenue from a poll tax on all adult white males 
to create public schools for white children. Although they did little for the creation of 
47 M.e. Avery to Mrs. R.L. Pallerson, February 2 1, 1866, Jones and Pallerson Family Papers, 
SHC; and Alexander. "Hostility and Hope:· 11 5. 119 . 
.. Bogue. "Violence and Oppression in North Carolina," 128. 
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black public schools, state lawmakers allowed African Americans to create their own 
pri vately funded schools4 9 With the aid of northern charitable organizations, northern 
teachers, and a few local residents, the freedpeople pursued education in western North 
Carolina. Fundraisers of various types held by the freedmen earned money to purchase 
supplies and hi re teachers. For instance, blacks in Morganton organized a dinner in 
February 1866 to raise money for books and school supplies .5o 
Wherever possible, the Freedmen's Bureau assisted freedmen's educational 
efforts in the first year of their freedom. Although empowered to aid the freedmen by 
Congress, the law creating the Bureau did not include the promotion of education as one 
of the objecti ves . Still the Bureau recogni zed education of the former slaves as a vital 
part of its mi ssion, and found ways to overcome its budgetary and legal limits. Bureau 
officials permitted Afri can Americans to use build ings under their juri sdiction rent-free . 
Perhaps the most important ro le the Buceau played in the beginning was the coordination 
of northern aid associations. These chari table organizations contributed funds and 
teachers, but wi thout coordination often found blindly competed against one another. 
T he Bureau coordinated their efforts and al so provided low cost transportation for 
northern teachers. After the passage of the Bureau extension bill , the Freedmen's Bureau 
received official permission and funding to ass ist African Ameri can education. It 
supported day, evening, Sunday, mechanical arts, colleges, and other schools across the 
.. Walker. "Blacks in North Carolina Duri ng Reconstruction". 97-8. 101 -2; and Alexander. 
" Hostility and Hope," 122 . 
50 M.e. Avery to Mrs. R.L. Pauerson, February 2 1, 1866. Jones and Pauerson Family Papers, 
SHC; and Alexander, "Hosti lity and Hope," 123-4. 
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state . Freedmen also received assistance building schoolhouses. Typicall y, African 
A mericans would commence construction of a school , while the Bureau completed the 
building when thei r funds ran out. With the schoolhouses completed, actual operation of 
the school fe ll upon teachers and the African American community itself.5 1 
As a distinct numerical minority in the region, black mountaineers could not 
threaten white political superiority. Mountain blacks, consequently, had to find other 
ways to exert their freedom following the war. Whites attempted to preserve the 
antebellum status quo. In their mind, blacks belonged as laborers under white 
supervision. African Americans worked hard to overcome whites' prejudice. Their fi rst 
tac tic, concili ati on, sought to earn whites trust and subsequent support for civil ri ghts. 
Many mountain whites' failure to pay labor contracts as they expired in December 1865 
convinced many moun tain freedmen that their white employers could not be trusted. For 
the first part year after the war, the federal Freedmen 's Bureau worked to insure that 
African American high landers received their payments. But after Andrew Johnson 
dec lared war on the Bureau as part of his struggle wi th Congress over Reconstruction 
leadership, the freedpeople changed their strategy. Recogni zing white stubbornness, 
blacks fo rced the issue. Their refusal to work on any terms but shares forced mountain 
w hites to concede in spite of their misgivings. By asserting their ri ghts and fighting for 
their interests, African American mountaineers played a pivotal role in the region's 
transi tion from a slave to a free soc iety. 
51 Randall M. Mi ller. "The Freedmen's Bureau and Reconstruction: An Overview," in The 
Freedmen's Bureau and ReCOtlslrUcl ioll : Reconsiderations, eels. Cimbala and Miller, xxvii; and Bentley, A 
History a/ the Freedmen's Bureau, 17 1-2. 
CONCLUSION 
While not en tirely incorrect, it is far too easy to simply di smiss Presidential 
Reconstruction as a total failure. Former mountain slaveholders regained political power 
thanks to Andrew Johnson's conciliatory policy, a legal campaign suppressing their anti-
Confederate challengers, and guide them into a free labor society. Mountain blacks 
faired little better than the anti-Confederates. The conservative nature of federal po licy 
limited the Freedmen's Bureau's ability to protect the freedmen. It also forestalled any 
efforts to assist the freedpeople purchase land, which would have guaranteed their 
independence from white control. In these ways, Presidential Reconstruction failed to 
make any lasting change in the South. For these reasons, rev isioni st hi storians 
condemned Reconstruction as a failure. But to simply reject the progress made in 
southern locales , such as western N0I1h Carolina, would be a mistake. Although real 
social change would have to await Radical Reconstruction , the immediate postwar years 
set the foundation for the mountain counties' transformation from a slave to a free 
society. 
Although the appointment of the state' s leading peace advocate, William W. 
Holden, as provisional governor briefly shifted the balance of power towards the anti -
Confederates, the change proved fl eeting. Despite the poorer white anti-Confederates' 
hopes that Holden would appoint them to local office, they failed to capture local 
political control. The internal conflict between upper class and lower class anti-
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Confederates forced Holden to assume a moderate course as provisional govemor. Yet, 
Holden 's moderation al so opened the door for the former slaveholders to regain their 
local dominance. Jonathan Worth's 1865 gubernatorial victory restored the 
Conservatives, bound by class interests with the remnants of the Democratic party, to 
power. Soon after their party regained control , mountain Conservatives turned against 
the anti -Confederates, whose resistance to the Confederacy Conservatives perceived as a 
symbol of their poor character. Conservative dominated county courts repeatedly 
convicted mountain Unionists of wartime offenses, for which similar Confederate 
offenders went unpunished. Ultimately class interests proved too powerful for moderate 
wealthy anti -Confederates, who broke away from the coalition during the campaign over 
the Fourteenth Amendment. 
Although race failed to unite white mountai neers politically, both anti -
Confederates and Conservatives opposed a massive redefin ition of African Americans' 
social status in Appalachian North Carolina. Most white mountaineers felt that the 
freedpeop le should remain subservient laborers. A few even resorted to violence in order 
to preserve their racial dominance. Still the black minority played an active role in 
Presidential Reconstruction. Understanding freedom to mean a complete escape from 
white domination, mountain whites sought to estab li sh their individual and community 
autonomy. At first their minority status led them on a cautious path. The freedpeop le 
recognized their white neighbors ' raw nerves in the wake of southern defeat, and sought 
to assuage whites ' post emancipation fears . When confronted by large-scale white 
resistance, however, western Carolina blacks, like most southern African Americans, 
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pursued a more radical course. Several mountain counties participated in the 1866 state 
freedmen's convention that witnessed blacks called for political ri ghts, improved labor 
relations, and education. For most black mountaineers, labor was the key issue. After 
freely signing labor contracts following the war, black highlanders resisted similar 
agreements in 1866. Since most freedpeople could not purchase their own land, their 
refusal to sign only for shares. Despite keeping freedpeople detached from the land, it at 
least provided the former slaves control over their families and labor. Their persistent 
desire for shares ultimately forced recalc itrant white landowners to concede 
sharecropping's increased autonomy to their African Ameri can workers. 
Often condemned as ineffective or partisan, the Freedmen's Bureau was neither in 
western North Carolina. Bureau agents varied in energy, skill , and commitment to their 
duty across the South, but western North Carolina agents appear to have used their broad 
judiciary powers effectively. Although national and loca l obstacles limited their 
au thori ty, western North Carolina Bureau agents' mediation of labor contracts, settl ement 
of wage di sputes, regu lation of apprenticing practices, and assistance wi th black schools 
earned African Americans' trust. Various national and local challenges to their authority, 
however, forced Bureau officials to accept many anti -black practices and devote relief 
efforts towards white mountaineers. 
Presidential Reconstruction ended throughout the South in March 1867. The 
Republicans' Reconstruction Acts restored military government over the former 
Confederacy, and initiated an all iance between the Unionists and freedmen . On March 
27, 1867, African Americans and white Unionists gathered in Raleigh at the behest of 
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William W. Holden. Having accepted black suffrage and congressional leadership of 
reconstruction, Holden sought to amalgamate Ihese groups into a new political party. An 
all white anti-Confederate coalition had failed; the Unionisls needed the blacks' political 
support. Native white Unionists believed that the aid of the black population would 
gamer enough votes to win control of the state. Upon their adjournment the following 
day, the Republican party of North Carolina was born. I 
Congressional control over Reconstruction reinvigorated federal officials in the 
South. For the Freedmen's Bureau, the change was dramatic. Previously unable to fill 
their posts and execute their decisions, the Bureau came back strong. Just weeks after 
assuming the Asheville post, civilian Oscar Eastmond overturned an assau lt and battery 
conviction against a freedman named Carney Spears. Conservative judge Augustus 
Merrimon ordered Spears to pay court costs or go to jai l. When the freedman proved 
unable to pay, a local Conservative paid the African American ' s fines in exchange for hi s 
bound labor. Since North Carolina disallowed the testimony of African Americans 
against whites, the court forbid Spears to speak on his own defense. The Bureau, 
however, could hear freedpeople's testimony. In thi s instance, Spears' s testimony 
convinced the agent to reverse the decision and release him from the labor bond.2 
I Gordon B. McKinney. Southern MOllntain Republicalls: Politics alld rhe Appalachian 
Commullity, 1865-1900 (Chapel Hill : The University of North Carolina Press. 1978; reprinl. Knoxville: 
The Universily of Tennessee Press. 1998), 45 ; Duo H. Olsen, ed., Recollstructioll alld Redemptioll ill the 
South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press), 164. 
2 Elizabeth Gregory McPherson. "Leuers from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson." The North 
Carolilla Historical Review 28, no. 4 (October 1951 ): 511 -6. 
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A stronger military presence in the mountains underscored the Bureau's 
renai ssance. During Presidential Reconstruction , the military had limited influence due 
to the large territory to be patrolled and the poor transportation routes. Congressional 
Reconstruction granted the military authority over the state civil government, which they 
exercised freely in western North Carolina. Military officials made their presence known 
through the removal of "disloyal" officials, such as solicitor David Coleman whose 
prosecution of Daniel Case and others during Presidential Reconstruction had outraged 
Unioni sts. Eleven counties fi led complaints against Coleman for onl y prosecuting 
Unioni sts. In hi s defense, the solici tor argued that, as a prosecuting attorney, he must 
exercise hi s own judgment free from outside influence. No one, Coleman asserted due to 
the divi siveness of the war, could have sati sfied the entire populace. Despite hi s belief 
that he was the victim of palti sanship, military officials removed Coleman from office the 
following spring3 
The strong federal presence paved the way for Republican electoral success. 
After the anti-Confederates ' defeat two years earli er, the Republicans garnered strength 
in 1868. Republicans across the state rallied around Willi am Holden for governor and a 
new constitution produced by a Republican dominated convention. In an effort to bolster 
mountain Republican support, the state executive commi ttee selected prominent Burke 
; Samuel J. Tracy 10 Major General Daniel Sickles, August 29, 1867, Lellers Received; Records of 
the Second Military District and Department of the South, Record Group 393; National Archi ves Building, 
Washington, DC; Mitchell County Petition, September 18, 1867, Lellers Received; RG 393; NAB ; 
Henderson County Petition, September 18, 1867, Letters Received ;'RG 393: NAB: David Coleman to Lt. 
Price. October 27. 1867. Lellers Received; RG 393; NAB ; David Coleman to E.H. Ludington, February 17, 
1868, Letters Received ; RG 393; NAB: Bvt. Col. E.W. Dennis to Louis Caziarc, March 30, 1868, Letters 
Received ; RG 393; NAB . 
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Counly Unionist Tod R. Caldwell as the party's candidate for Lieutenant Governor. Still 
seeking the political power that eluded them in Presidential Reconstruction, mountain 
Republi cans supported the ticket and constitution. Holden 's victory seemed to answer 
the prayers of mountain Unionists. And black mountaineers contributed to that victory. 
In Buncombe, McDowell , and Burke counties, black voters swung the election in 
Holden's favor. Without that support, Holden likely would have lost the mountains4 
Presidential Reconstruction laid the groundwork for the changes wrought by 
Radical Reconstructi on. The divisions between whites, faci litated by Confederate central 
policies during the war, continued into the Reconstruction period. Lower c lass whi tes 
joined the anti -Confederate coalition against the former slaveholder-dominated 
Conservatives. Although the Conservatives defeated their lower c lass challengers, the 
bitterness created by the struggle convinced the remaining anti-Confederates to unite with 
the mountain freedpeop le. The freedpeople themselves had their own agenda during 
Presidenti al Reconstruction. Seeking independence from white domination, black 
mountaineers were frustrated by strong white opposition . Mountain whites, like southern 
whites e lsewhere , opposed thei r former slaves' elevation beyond menial laborers. In the 
end, African Americans forced a compromise with white mountain landowners. Their 
refusal to work on any terms but shares gained them sharecropping. A desire to secure 
their full rights as citizens made an alliance with the lower class Unionists in the 
mountai ns attractive. And although the Conservatives would eventually thwart Radical 
4 McKinney, SOll tll em Moulltaill Republicalls, 46; and North Carolina Daily Stalldard, November 
25, 1868, pg. 2. 
Reconstruction as well, African Americans had become active participants in postwar 
western North Carolina. Such gains would never have been possible without the 
Presidential Reconstruction experience. 
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